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Dear Members and Readers,
The Indian Economy is passing through a transition phase with the economic reforms
like the GST and Demonetization showing mixed results. The macroeconomic
parameters are also showing mixed bag of signals with GDP slowing to 3 year low to
5.7% from 6.1%. The unrest in the Economy due to high rates of GST has finally being
addressed by the Government. The GST Council on Friday overhauled the indirect tax
regime reducing the 28 percent tax levied on 178 items to 18 percent or lesser. Further
for ease of operations the filing of returns has been made quarterly for businesses
having income of less than 1.5 Cr. This would reduce the operational hassle for the
small businesses which were finding it difficult to comply with the GST filing as their
compliance cost has gone up and operational difficulties have cropped up.

Dr. Vispi Rusi Bhathena
Chief Executive Officer

The stock markets
are continuing its
upward trend with
huge inflows
coming from the
domestic savings.
In last one year
the total inflows
from mutual funds
have been Rs.
80,000 Cr.

The IIP up at 1.2% as compared to last reading of -0.9% which again is high variation
and may not reflect the grass root level reality. The rise may be due to the inventory
pick up after the GST issues settling down and traders and retailer filling up the
inventory. CPI inflation on other hand has increased from 2.36% to 3.36%. This is
mainly due to the rise in the food inflation. The monsoon this time being very high most
parts and has caused crop damage at various places. The WPI inflation has also
increased to 3.24% from 1.88%, it is a 4 month high level.
The RBI has maintained it status quo on the interest rates as it wants to observe how
does the economy pan out in the next quarter. The debate of low interest rates would
increase the economic activity seems to be losing charm since the interest rates are
already low with housing loan rates as low as 8.35 % and Fixed Deposit rates falling to
6.25 %, but the demand and consumption in the economy not picking up much.
The stock markets are continuing its upward trend with huge inflows coming from the
domestic savings. In last one year the total inflows from mutual funds have been Rs.
80,000 Cr. while the FII have poured in Rs. 33000 Cr. and they have been net sellers in
past couple of months.
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Interactive seminar on Arbitration Process under Stock Exchanges Mechanism

BBF - Investor Education and Awareness Programs:
Date
Institutions

Dr. Aditya Srinivas
Chief Operating Officer
& Chief Economist

Disclaimer: This magazine is meant for information purposes only and does not constitute any opinion or guidelines or recommendation on any course of action to be followed by the reader(s). It is not intended to be used
as trading or investment advice by anybody and should not in any way be treated as a recommendation. The information contained in this magazine does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as, any
offer for purchase or sale of any product or service. While the information in the magazine has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, readers may note that the contents thereof including
text, graphics, links or other items are provided without warranties of any kind. BSE Brokers' Forum expressly disclaims any warranty as to the accuracy, correctness, reliability, timeliness, merchantability or fitness for
any particular purpose, of this magazine. BSE Brokers' Forum shall also not be liable for any damage or loss of any kind, howsoever caused as a result (direct or indirect) of the use of the information or data contained in this
magazine. Any alteration, transmission, photocopied distribution in part or in whole or reproduction of any form of this magazine or any part thereof without prior consent of BSE Brokers' Forum is prohibited.
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Topic

Non availability of NISM examination slots at convenient dates / venues
in Mumbai (to NISM)
SEBI circular on prevention of Unauthorised Trading by Stock Brokers onerous
burden of proof on the stock brokers (to SEBI)
Gentle Reminder of the letter sent on 20th July 2017 on Operational difficulties/ confusion
due o the parallel working of CKYC and KRA seeking SEBI clarification (to SEBI)
Reminder of the presentation on “Centralized v/s shadow office of stock Brokers” (to SEBI)
Pre Budget Memorandum (to Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance,
Government of India)
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2 Nov
7 Nov
13 Nov

MITCON Institute of Management
St. John College of Engineering and Management (Batch 1-2)
Vikas The Concept School (Batch 1-4)
Noorul Islam Jr. College of Arts, Science and Commerce (Batch 1-4)
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promote this technology business leaders with appetite to
experiment are needed. They need to acquire some book
knowledge, learn about the experiments done elsewhere,
test in Indian settings, and experiment with new variants,
acquire further learning based on experimentation and
further exposure and then go for up scaling and replication.
Business models and business processes would require
redesigning and re engineering keeping in mind the known
and expected digital disruptive technologies. Recent
malware and cyber-attacks and threat of loss
demonstrated the value of Digital assets. Now data base
and software has become a very valuable asset and like to
figure prominently in the balance sheet. These assets and
capabilities, both hard and soft, are increasingly becoming
a competitive differentiator and platforms for innovation
and disruption. Block chain offers a workable and good
technology to some extent overcome such threats and
ensure safeguarding the value of digital assets.

BLOCKCHAIN AND
EXPECTATIONS
FROM GOVERNMENT
Ajay S. Singh
Chief Controller of Accounts,
Ministry of Rural Development,
Ministry of Panchayati Raj, and Ministry
of Drinking Water and Sanitation
Government of India
Background:
Blockchain is one of the most discussed and trending
technological terms these days. It has potential to create
some serious disruption across industries in the coming
years. The ways things are shaping up, plethora of
activities are likely to take place globally. Though
technology seems to be relatively passive in India, it will
not take long before it gains popularity. There are many
start-ups trying to be a part of the bandwagon. There is
slowness in the Indian start up space primarily due to low
confidence in technology and adoption of the concept.
There is news trickling in about adoption of blockchain
technology. IBM and Mahindra have collaborated to create
a blockchain solution for Supply Chain Finance, ICICI is
learnt to have adopted blockchain technology in the digital
banking space and consortium of leading banks working
on banking solution through blockchain are the
developments currently being talked about. It is only
matter of time that blockchain is adopted across
industries, as increasing numbers of corporates and
businesses are opening up to the importance of data
security and validity. In public sector, there is hardly
anything of substance achieved or done so far.
Government of Andhra Pradesh is trying to use blockchain.
The way it is going ahead, it is expected to use it in a big
way and lead the nation in adoption of blockchain in public
sector. Though India is considered to leader in ICT but as a
nation we are not very good at R&D. Even adoption of new
technology is a slow process here. It is high time we take a
lead and create awareness in all quarters to go for this safe
and progressive technology.
What is the way forward?
1. Policy Makers: Role of policy makers is also very
important in the formative period of any technology. Policy
makers have a powerful incentive to embrace digiti sation.
Its use brings the challenge of integrity and usage of data.
Integration of data is the in thing and synergy is giving
unexpected benefits and throwing many challenges in the
6

field. Blockchain will bring in confidence in data stored in
different warehouses and policy formulation dependent on
the same.
a. Governments will have to adopt policies to encourage
investment. More investments are needed to promote
any new technology. It is not forthcoming due to risks
inherent to such ventures
b. Through tax benefits and other incentives, policy
makers can encourage companies to invest in human
capital. A broad range of incentives exists for
businesses to invest in R&D or otherwise develop their
capital. Something similar is needed to encourage
investment in human capital. Policy makers could
accelerate the creation of jobs in general through
stimulating investment, and accelerate creation of
digital jobs in particular.

3. Skilling: Businesses and governments are facing
sever challenge of finding right people for the right jobs.
Desired skill sets are missing. Companies are likely to face
gaps in skills they need in a more technology-enabled
workplace, and would benefit from playing a more active
role in education and training. Partial automation is more
likely than full automation in the near to mid-term, and
humans and machines will need to work together much
more closely. That will require retraining and often
redeploying workers. Policy makers working with
education providers could do more to improve basic
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) skills
through the skill development programs and later on
through the formal school systems, and put a new
emphasis on creativity as well as critical and systems
thinking.

Blockchain technology has huge
potential. Enabling eco system
will accelerate its adoption in
government and corporates.
There is a need to create network
of like-minded people and
facilitate meeting grounds for fast
growth and adoption of this
technology.

4. Research and Collaboration: Looking at existing
research centers for Blockchain technology, it is realized
that some counties have already taken lead and good work
is already happening in the field of research and
application of blockchain. There is no doubt that it might
be very hard to nurture innovation in isolated
environments built by particular companies or
government agencies, as sometimes principles of these
research centers might contradict with general priorities
of the industry, there might be hidden agenda, as well as
certain rules and limitations, which do not always
facilitate development process. In the era of cooperative
and collaborative growth, research efforts across the
world have to look at each other looking for solutions to
general problems. If it is done within one particular
corporation or a state institution, there are certain
limitations; there are also certain rules, which slow down
the development. There is a need to create platforms to
facilitate collaboration within existing Blockchain
consortiums, institutes, stakeholders and research

c. Create enabling eco system to encourage new forms of
entrepreneurship and more rapid new business
formation. In a slowing down economy digitally
enabled opportunities for individuals to earn incomes
must be found. In addition, accelerating the rate of new
business formation will be critical. This will likely
require simplifying regulations, creating tax and other
incentives.
2. Business leaders: Apart from policy makers role of
business leaders is also equally important. In order to
FORUM VIEWS - DECEMBER 2017
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centers. There is no doubt that there is a huge space for
research and development around Blockchain technology
and not only because we don’t fully understand what this
technology is about but also because the more we learn,
the more challenges we uncover. The most efficient
approach towards development of Blockchain technology
might be when research and practical application go hand
in hand and when practice summarizes theory and vice
versa.
5. Regulatory Framework: Regulatory framework is
required to safeguard this sector. There will be
mushroomed growth of new players and cases of loss of
credibility will go up. Further, this technology will also
need mechanism to handle disputes and mechanism for
adjudication. In order to make Blockchain technology
successful in the country India need to quickly establish
standard business practices to attract mainstream
investors and business experts. It is felt that a mechanism
for regulatory oversight with positive frame of mind by
delinking it to bitcoin is needed. There will be growth in
service providers and so called service providers. There
would be cases of theft of data, misuse of data and abuse
of digital power. Society at large and business and
government in particular will find it challenging to keep
pace with technological innovations and challenges it
throws in regulation and governance .It is the collective
responsibility of everyone in general but government in
particular to change the perception of Blockchain and
delink it with crypto-currency and to legitimize this
technology by creating ethical, moral and legal platforms.
India needs to promote a powerful Blockchain ecosystem
with a spirit of integrity. India needs passionate and
talented members who have collective goal to be
successful. Approach to achieving this goal is through a
platform that creates the environment to incentives the
contribution of ideas, conversion of those ideas into
business plans, and subsequent launch of profitable
projects.
Blockchain technology has huge potential. Enabling eco
system will accelerate its adoption in government and
corporates. There is a need to create network of likeminded people and facilitate meeting grounds for fast
growth and adoption of this technology.

Ajay S. Singh, BE, MBA and MA (Economics) is an officer from Indian Civil
Accounts Service. He has worked in Ministry of Finance, CBDT, Security
Printing and Minting Corporation of India Ltd., NHAI, Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways, Ministry of Power and Ministry of Agriculture in
different capacities. During last 23 years of public sector service, Mr. Singh
has extensively contributed at the operational and policy making level in the
field of public financial management.
He has published Several articles on governanace in journals and
newspapers. Views are personal.
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Bulls
Bears
BULLS
&&
BEARS
BULK DEALS & BLOCK DEALS
- MARKET DRIVEN OR MARKET
DRIVERS?
Sumit Agrawal & Vaneesa Agrawal
Suvan Law Advisors

“ An investment in knowledge
pays the best interest.”
- Benjamin Franklin

T

he financial markets in India as a whole have
witnessed phenomenal growth over the years. The
credits for the same can be attributed to SEBI for its
efforts inter-alia for laying down disclosure norms, thereby
ensuring greater transparency, boosting investor
confidence and making the companies raising funds from
public more accountable.
The success of capital markets in India can be attributed to
the ever-increasing number of participants who look at
trading in securities as an opportunity for multiplying their
wealth. Few of the market participants in India, who have
the risk appetite coupled with huge amounts of funds at
their disposal and a positive outlook on the fundamentals of
certain companies deal in securities of such companies in
large quantities. Such trading pattern amongst investors
led to the emergence of ‘Bulk Deals’ and ‘Block Deals’.
Bulk Deal
Bulk Deal with respect to the equity shares of a listed
company means, ‘any transaction(s)wherein the number of
equity shares bought/ sold by an entity/ individual is more
than 0.5% of the total number of equity shares of the
company listed on the stock exchange’.The quantitative
limit of 0.5% could be reached through one or more
transactions executed during the day in the normal market
segment.Bulk Deal transaction(s) take place on the usual
trading platform and there was no separate trading window
provided by the stock exchanges. Bulk Deals are market
driven and that the buyer and seller may not know each
other.
Generally, increase in trading volumes in shares of a
company, creates scope for rumours and speculations,
which most commonly includes potential sale by
promoter(s) or increased interest of institutional investors
orany corporate action.In order to enhance transparency so
as to prevent rumors/ speculations about such deals
causing volatility in the script price,the Securities and
8

Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”)vide circular dated
January 14, 2004 (“Bulk Deal Circular”) directed the
brokers to disclose the details of such transaction(s) to the
Stock Exchanges immediately upon the execution of the
trade and in turn directed the Stock Exchanges to
disseminate such information on the same day after the
market hours.
Following SEBI’s directivevideBulk Deal Circular,
exchanges have improved the flow of trade related
information by integrating technology and minimizing
instances of gaps in flow of information as in the case of offmarket transactions such as block trades which now are
required to be routed through the electronic trading
systems of the stock exchange. Exchanges have also been
required to invest in market surveillance systems which
could help detect insider trading or market manipulation
transactions.
Block Deal
In case of bulk deals the transactions may or may not be
executed in single transaction, hence there was a need of
the market to execute large trades through a single
transaction easily without putting either the buyer or the
seller in a disadvantageous position. Accordingly,SEBI
through circular dated September 2, 2005 laid down the
concept of block deal. In order to facilitate execution of
large trades, as stated above, SEBI permitted the stock
exchanges to provide a separate trading window.
SEBI through this circular, provided that a trade, with a
minimum quantity of 5,00,000 shares or a minimum value
of INR 5 Crores executed through a single transaction on a
separate window of the stock exchange will constitute a
“block deal” as distinguished from “bulk deal” defined
earlier. The separate trading window for execution of block
deals was allowed to be provided for 35 minutes from the
beginning of the trading hours.
The reasons that lead to SEBI permitting a separate trading
window for block deal can be understood to ensure that the
shares being bought and sold in large quantities do not
affect the equilibrium of the market and that the other
market participants do not get affected by such deals
involving predetermined buyers and sellers.
FORUM VIEWS - DECEMBER 2017
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Currently, the timings for block deal trading window on BSE
Limited (BSE) and on the National Stock Exchange Limited
(NSE) presently are 09:15 AM to 09:50 AM.Following are
some of the key features of Block Deals:
- The quantity and rate should be exactly the same as
opposite-side block deal order.
- Block deal orders are matched against the counter order
with same quantity and rate on a time priority basis.
- Orders remains valid in the system for 90 seconds only,
after which it gets killed if remains unexecuted.
- Block deal orders cannot be traded partially, if such
order is not traded fully, the order is cancelled.

Particulars
Number of
windows in a day
Timings of block
deal window

In the widely known deal of Ranbaxy-Daichi, the Promoters
sought SEBI approval to waive the +1% ceiling for this
block deal. However, since there was a huge difference
between the deal price and the then existing market price,
such permission was not granted by SEBI and an off-market
deal was executed after paying the capital gains tax.
Recent amendments w.e.f. Year 2018
Recently, SEBI vide circular dated October 26, 2017 have
reviewed the Block Deal window mechanism. Such review
was undertaken after SEBI received feedback that the
morning window was not efficient enough, as sometimes,
participants became aware about the impending deals.
Such information asymmetry helped a class of traders, as
prices were often pushed up just before block deals. To
address this problem, institutional investors operating in
the local market suggested a new window in the afternoon
as the European Exchanges also open for trading at such
time. Therefore, it seems that such a review is aimed at
ensuring confidentiality of large trades and stable prices for
such transactions.
Such changes have come after SEBI received suggestions
from market participants, which were then examined and
deliberated by its Secondary Market Advisory Committee
(SMAC). The amendments provided by SEBI through the
said circular are to be effective from January 1, 2018.
Following table depicts the revised framework vis-a-viz the
existing framework.
9

09:15 AM
–
09:50 AM

Reference Price

- Ruling market
price (i.e. last
traded price or
the previous
closing price [if
there is no trade
executed in the
scrip before
entering of the
block deal order])
- Orders can be
placed within the
range of (+/-) 1%
of the reference
price.

Minimum trade
size

5,00,000 shares or
minimum value of
INR 5 crore.

Taking into consideration the aforementioned features of
Block deal, one may understand that such deals are
negotiated between the parties before their execution.
No Relaxation
It must be remembered that there is no known case where
SEBI has relaxed conditions of block and bulk trades for
anyone. Neither does law envisage such circumstances in
black and white.

Existing
framework
1

Section 15HA
2
Morning Window:
08:45 AM - 09:00 AM
Afternoon Window:
02:05 PM - 02:20 PM
- Morning window:
Previous day ’s
closing price
- A f t e r n o o n
w i n d o w :
Volume weighted
average market
price (VWAP) of
the trades
executed in the
cash segment
between 01:45 PM
- 02:00 PM.
- Orders can be
placed within the
range of (+/-) 1%
of the reference
price.
Minimum value of
Rs. 10 crore.

Between 02:00 PM to 02:05 PM the stock exchanges shall
calculate and disseminate necessary information regarding
the VWAP applicable for the execution of block deals in the
Afternoon block deal window.
Bulk Deal distinguished from Block Deal
Particulars
Threshold

Bulk Deal
Block Deal
-/+ equity shares - 5,00,000 shares or
amounting to more
than 0.5% of the
total listed equity
share capital

Separate Trading
window

Trading on usual 09:15 AM to 09:50 AM
trading platform

No. of
Transactions
Pricing

Single or Multiple

Single

Market Driven

Orders can be placed
within the range of
(+/-) 1% of the
reference price.
Reference Price:
Ruling market price
(i.e. last traded price
or the previous
closing price [if there
is no trade executed
in the scrip before
entering of the block
deal order]).

Buyer and Seller

Unknown

Predetermined
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Case Laws - Passing of information before execution of
Bulk and Block Deals
In the matter of SEBI v. KanaiyalalBaldevbhai Patel(“KB
Patel”), Supreme Court Order dated September 20, 2017a
question arose before the Supreme Court as to whether
'front running by non-intermediary' is a prohibited practice
under regulations 3(a), (b), (c) and (d) and 4(1) of SEBI
(Prohibition of Fraudulent and Unfair TradePractices
Relating to Securities Market) Regulations, 2003 (“FUTP
Regulations”).
In this case Mr. KB Patel, an individual was found to be
placing orders for trading in securities ahead of the bulk
orders placed by Passport India Investment (Mauritius) Ltd.
(“PII”). Mr. Dipak Patel was one of the portfolio managers of
PII and was also found to be cousin of Mr. KB Patel and Mr.
AnandkumarBaldevbhai Patel (“AB Patel”). It was alleged
that Mr. Dipak Patel provided information regarding the
forthcoming trading activity of PII to Mr. KB Patel and Mr.
AB Patel. On the basis of the information received from Mr.
Dipak Patel, Mr. KB Patel had indulged in trading before PII
and consequently squared off theposition when the order of
PII were placed in the market. It was estimated that the KB
earned a total profit of Rs. 1.56 Croresfrom the alleged
trades.
Supreme Court held that 'Front running by non-intermediary'
is a prohibited practice under regulations 3(a),(b), (c) and
(d) and 4(1) of FUTP Regulations, 2003. While holding so,
Supreme Court also held that where parting of information
with regard to an imminent bulk purchase and subsequent
transaction thereto were intrinsically connected, there was
joint liability of both initiator of fraudulent practice and other
party who had knowingly aided in same.
Therefore, one has to be careful in passing of information
before execution of Bulk and Block Deals as it may lead to
front running and securities fraud. What consequences
could follow, one may read in detail our article titled
“FRONT-RUNNING: SEBI IS CATCHING UP!” in BSE Broker
Forum Magazine’s October 2017 edition.
Globally -Deals
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - RULE 10B-18
Securities law prevailing in U.S. although do not define the
term block trade, the Rule 10b-18 made under the
Securities Exchange Act, 1934 refers a “block” as a
quantity of stock either having a purchase price of $200,000
or more, or a quantity of atleast 5,000 shares and has a
purchase price of at least $50,000.The Stock Exchanges in
the U.S. do not provide any separate trading window for
execution of block deals.
Block trades in U.S. are typically executed by institutional
investors (including mutual funds and pension funds), PE
Funds, and other large stockholders who may have
acquired large quantities of securities in a merger,
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acquisition or other transaction and wish to sell down their
position.
Certain type of block trades needs to be reported to the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.
(“FINRA”).There are certain reporting requirements for the
New York Stock Exchange (the “NYSE”) and NASDAQ. The
NYSE has a general reporting rule specifying that
transactions must be reported promptly. In particular, NYSE
Rule 131 specifies that trades must be reported within an
hour after the close of business on the day the trade was
made.
SINGAPORE
In Singapore, a block trade shall mean receiving instructions that
in value is equal to or exceeds the sum of S$50 million. Execution
of such block trade requires approval of the Settlement Bank and
the Clearing Bank. There is no separate window provided for
block trades. The table given below explains the procedure and
the time line for block trade:
Due Date
Block Trades Timetable
Principal requests Settlement 12:00 PM on 2 market days
before settlement date
Bank to approve Block Trade
Settlement Bank applies to
Clearing Bank
Clearing Bank applies to The
Central Depository (Pte) Ltd

5:00 PM on 2 market days
before settlement date
12:00 PM on 1 market day
before settlement

Pre-settlement run

12:00:00 PM

Conclusion
Quite often investors rely upon the bulk deals and block
deals for taking an investment decision. Investors often
look at bulk and block deals to judge interest of big investors
in a stock. If several deals happen in a stock continuously
over a period of time, it can be viewed as a sign of
confidence and stock price may rise in the near future.
However, a bulk or block deal may not necessarily reflect
strong fundamentals of a company. Hence, understanding
the objectives and background, risk appetite and their
strategies of the institutional investor is required. There are
examples in the past where some large High Net-Worth
Individuals (HNIs) have used this mechanism as a bait to
attract more buyers.
Hence, it can be understood that such deals may only be
considered for preliminary analysis, however analyzing
inter-alia, the growth prospects and the fundamentals of the
company are also required.
(Authors are founders, Suvan Law Advisors and ex-SEBI Officers. Views are
personal. They can be reached at info@suvanlaw.com )
Suvan Law Advisors is a niche law firm based
out of Nariman Point, Mumbai. The Firm’s
focus areas are Capital & Commodity Markets,
Compliance & Investigation, Financial
Regulatory Practice, General Corporate
Commercial, Litigation & Dispute Resolution, and Legislative & Rulemaking. The Firm
has expertise and in-depth knowledge of the regulatory approach having former
Regulatory Officers as Partners. www.suvanlaw.com
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RISK MANAGEMENT DURING THE POST
CRISIS ERA: A STRUCTURAL PERSPECTIVE
By Professor Piya Mahtaney
Economist / Author

S

tability and increasing the
momentum of economic
progress are certainly not
mutually exclusive and reconciling
these two goals will define financial
reform during the ensuing phase The
prevalent mood of risk aversion
continues even nine years after the
crisis, the fundamental for this being
that institutional investors do not have
the incentive to invest in long term
finance.. Over the precedent two
decades putting into place incentives
that would encourage long term
inflows of capital did not figure in as
significantly as it should have. As a
matter of fact the overriding emphasis
of financial of financial liberalization
has been the mobility of short term
capital, the general presumption being
that an increase in capital inflows
would provide an impetus to financial
innovation and this would result in a
better allocation of capital. This would
probably have happened if financial
markets did not run rife with
imperfections and information
asymmetries, a manifestation of which
were the number of financial crises
which occurred during the nineties.
Increasing and excessive levels of
liquidity had a downside in terms of the
volatility and instability that it could
cause in financial markets if
unmatched by a corresponding
expansion in the creation of productive
asset creation, fact that was taken
serious note of only since 2008.. The
ingenuity of financial innovation
enabled a dramatic increase in the
level of financial activity but it left the
real economy left trailing behind. It is
this contradiction that confronts risk
management in the emerging
scenario.
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Nine years after the
crisisa number of
issues pertinent to
financial liberalization
are viewed with more
breadth and insight.
One such subject is risk
management which is
the focus of this article
for Econ Buzz. As has
been the case in the
previous three articles
this one also continues
the exposition about
important issues
confronting the global
financial system during
the post crisis era
One fact that must not be lost sight of is
the management of the global financial
assets and this will entail addressing
the shortage of safe and secure
investment opportunities. In so far as
the international financial architecture
is concerned in particular its
institutional framework a fair amount of
work needs to be done to integrate it
with two fundamental realities: firstly
the increasing role and
correspondingly requirements of
developing nations which according to
a report by the world economic forum
(2017) by 2020 the total global
financial assets is estimated to be
almost US$ 900 trillion and developing
countries (which includes emerging
economies) account for 25 per cent of
this total. The second reality concerns
the imperatives of sustainability.
Articulating this fact the world

economic forum report says,
“Sustainable growth and financial
stability hinge on the collective efforts
of financial services actors and
policymakers to effectively manage
the system’s growth and rising
complexity..’’
The need and potential for diversifying
financial markets in developing and
less developed nations is considerable,
according to (indicative) estimates by
the intergovernment panel report
private debt securities comprised
about 5 per cent of GDP in middle
income countries in 2010 and the
depth of the equity markets was 20 per
cent in low income countries and 28
per cent in middle income country.
Given that an increasing proportion of
global GDP is being accounted for by
developing nations the evolving
context of the financial system therein
will be crucial not just in terms of its
growth effects but also in determining
the resilience and stability of the world
economy
The scope for diversification in the
financial systems of emerging markets
and less developed nations is obvious
but interestingly this fact applies also
to the advanced nations. On one hand
most developed nations are
constricted by the compulsions of
managing the burden of public debt
through the ongoing exercise of fiscal
consolidation and on the other they are
confronted by the imperatives of
infrastructure renewal and a faster
pace of innovation. This situation is
exacerbated further when we consider
the changing demographic trends have
resulted in an aging population in most
advanced economies which include
FORUM VIEWS - DECEMBER 2017

Australia, Canada, Europe, United
States and Japan and even emerging
economies such as China and South
Korea. Furthermore fiscal consolidation
and deleveraging has resulted in a
cutback on investment particularly in
the Euro area and the United Kingdom
where it is estimated that annual net
new lending by banks to non financial
corporations has declined from US 650
billion Euros in 2007 to just about 40
billion. Thus the prevalent scenario
certainly defines the need and the
scope for AEs to have a better
diversified financial system, for
instance in Europe there exists a
potential to increase the size of the
corporate bond market , and as a
matter of fact bond, equity and
securitization markets in the U.S.
According to the report about long term
finance and economic growth (2013)
which was put together by a panel of
30 eminent bankers and fiancé experts
banks provide 50 per cent of external
long term financing in Europe and it is
estimated that if companies with more
than US$500 million in revenue in
Canada, france, Germany, Italy Japan,
Spain and United Kingdom were to
obtain 80 per cent of their credit from
the bonds rather than loans it would
result in the corporate bond market
growing by $2.7 trillion. By no means
do these indicative estimates suggest
that this should be done in at an
accelerated pace however over the
medium and long term risk mitigation
involves the diversification of
investment, a process that continues
to be an impending one in advanced
nations.
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Conclusion
Be it the acute shortage of long term
finance in less developed and
developing nations or the present
realities in most advanced nations the
criticality of tapping new growth
opportunities is inescapable. A basic
fact of economic progress is that
investment powers the engine of
growth and ploughing investment into
spheres that have potential for growth
both in the domestic and external
context is at the base of economic
progress. In this direction the
international financial system should
work more effectively towards
mitigating the investment bottlenecks
and ensuring an adequate supply of
long term finance to fund emerging
investment needs in both developed
and developing nations. It is this that
will be the bedrock of job creation,
economic growth and financial
stability during the ensuing year.
One of the imminent questions which
do arise is whether relatively recent
regulatory change has built upon the
insights that the post crisis era ushered
in its wake. Although there has been
some improvement in the realm of
macro prudential regulation a
comprehensive framework that will
promote growth and be an effective
tool of crisis management and
prevention is yet to be arrived at/
formulated. Understandably, the
overriding emphasis of regulatory
change sofar has been on overcoming
the adverse outcomes of the crisis and
the progress made by regulation has
been quite successful in restoring
stability and a certain degree of

resilience. However taking stock of the
changes made in the direction of crisis
management it becomes evident that
the task of addressing the sources of
systemic risk which underpinned the
crisis continues to be an impending
one.
Evolving regulation that takes a
comprehensive view of systemic risk
was conspicuously absent in a number
of nations many of which include the
advanced economies (AE’s) prior to the
crisis. A more detailed discussion
about the imperative of regulatory
reform in steering financial reform
during the ensuing years will follow in
the next article for Econ Buzz.

Piya Mahtaney completed her second Master’s in
Development Economics from Leicester University
in England she embarked on a career in journalism
with the Times of India. She was an assistant editor
in Metropolis on Saturday, subsequent to which she
joined as senior feature writer in Economic Times.
As an economist that reported, analyzed and wrote
on a wide range of socio-economic issues, writing a
book about economic development and the
emerging trends of globalisation seemed almost
inevitable
The books that she has authored are as follows:
• India China and Globalization (2nd ed), Palgrave
Macmillan (England), December 2014
• Globalization and Sustainable Economic
Development, Palgrave Macmillan (U.S), August
1st 2013
• Institute of South East Asian Studies (Singapore)
published an edition (August 2010) of my book
India China and Globalisation.
• The first edition of India China and Globalisation
was published by Palgrave Macmillan (England,
2007)
• Globalisation Con Game or Reality was published
by Alchemy Publishers, India (2004) 2004.
• The first book titled Economic Con Game,
Development fact or Fiction was published by
Pelanduk Publications (Malaysia) in 2002.
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RELIANCE ETF GOLD BeES
Ride the ‘Big Bang’ Bank Recapitalisation Program
with PSU Bank BeES ETF
Recently the Govt of India announced a recapitalization
program amounting to Rs 2.10 trillion for Indian PSU
banks. This big bang infusion came as a big positive for
capital starved PSU banks, which were saddled with a
serious bad loans problem. Unfortunately, there was no
clarity of capital infusion over the past few years.
The government proposes to fund the banks through a
combination of issue of recap bonds, budgetary
support and market sourcing!
The consensus view is that the sheer size of funds
infusion is substantial and hence will advance the
capital adequacy requirements of PSU banks and
hasten the much needed credit growth. Further, all of
this should happen after providing for NPA liabilities.
These measures should help the MSME and priority
sectors of the Indian economy and thereby act as a
catalyst for the overall economic growth.
Over and above the PSU bank recap program, our
country over the last couple of years, has witnessed a
steady improvement across key macroeconomic
parameters like the Twin Deficits, Inflation, Currency,
GDP growth etc.
This along with policy reforms like GST, FDI in key areas
and nonlinear positives like lower commodity prices is
likely to fuel a strong economic revival over the next
few years.
Additionally due to demonetization banks have got a
windfall gain in the form of cheap deposits. Banks also
happen to be the largest distributors for financial
products and services.
Insolvency and bankruptcy code, which has been an
important reform, bestows voting rights to lenders,
thus enabling a faster recovery process.
Banking sector is the backbone for any economy and is
the key beneficiary as well as catalyst of economic
recovery.
You can play the PSU Banking story through the
Reliance PSU Bank BeES ETF.
Reliance PSU Bank BeES ETF
The investment objective of Reliance ETF PSU Bank
14

BeES ETF is to provide returns that, before expenses,
closely correspond to the total returns of the Securities
as represented by the Nifty PSU Bank Index.
Key Features:
• Reliance ETF PSU Bank BeES is an Exchange Traded
Fund (ETF) listed on NSE and invests in stocks of
Nifty PSU Bank Index in the same proportion as the
underlying Index.
• Reliance ETF PSU Bank BeES is less expensive than
investing in individual securities of the Nifty PSU
Bank Index.
• It provides an opportunity to investors for passively
investing in a well-expanded portfolio of top PSU
banks as per free float market capitalization, as
approximately represented by Nifty PSU Bank
Index.
• Buying a single ETF share currently offers
diversification of top stocks in the PSU banking
sector. The ETF allows one to take exposure to the
banking sector with relatively less stock specific
risk, as risk gets diversified among basket of
stocks.
• The portfolio is transparent as Nifty PSU Bank Index
constituents are made available in public domain on
a daily basis by NSE.
• Some of the constituents of the Nifty PSU Bank
Index currently* are SBI, Bank of Baroda, PNB,
Canara Bank, BOI, Union Bank of India, IDBI Bank,
Indian Bank, OBC, Allahabad Bank, Syndicate Bank
and Andhra Bank. (*September 2017)
The index constituents comprise more than 90% free
float market capitalization of the stocks forming the
PSU bank universe.
Conclusion: The PSU Bank BeES ETF is an efficient
low cost product for capturing the behaviour of the PSU
Bank segment. The ETF format provides both
diversification and real time market pricing. It therefore
provides an excellent opportunity for asset allocation in
any portfolio.
Scheme Details:
• NSE Symbol : PSUBNKBEES
• BSE Code: 590108
• Bloomberg Code: PSUBBE IN Equity
#

Reviewed by BBF Editorial Team (contact@brokersforumofindia.com)
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PERFORMANCE OF CAPITAL MARKETS
IN INDIA SINCE DEMONETIZATION
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Total Return Index Levels
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By Ved Malla
Associate Director, Product Management
S&P BSE Indices

Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 showcase the one–year, postdemonetization returns for the four leading size indices in
India.
Exhibit 1: One-Year Absolute Returns of Size Indices
INDEX
INDEX VALUE INDEX VALUE ONE-YEAR
ABSOLUTE
ON
ON
NOV. 08, 2016 NOV. 08, 2017 RETURN (%)
S&P BSE SENSEX
38829
47355
21.96
S&P BSE Large Cap
3875
4773
23.19
S&P BSE Mid Cap
15010
19239
28.17
S&P BSE Small Cap
15093
20384
35.05
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from Nov. 8, 2016, to Nov. 8, 2017. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

One year later, the topic of
demonetization is still being
discussed and debated across
the length and breadth of India.
While many support this bold
move, there are others who
criticize it.
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In this blog, we will analyze how capital markets in India
have performed since the demonetization announcement
was made in November 2016.

DISCLAIMER: The S&P BSE Indices (the “Indices”) are published by Asia Index Private
Limited (“AIPL”), which is a joint venture among affiliates of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC
(“S&P DJI”) and BSE Limited (“BSE”). Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered
trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC and Dow Jones® is a
registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC. BSE® and SENSEX® are
registered trademarks of BSE. These trademarks have been licensed to AIPL.
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One year later, the topic of demonetization is still being
discussed and debated across the length and breadth of
India. While many support this bold move, there are others
who criticize it. Wherever this debate goes, it’s easy to see
that capital markets in India have been on a rollover the past
year and have given exponential returns across size,
segments, and sectors.
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Exhibit 2: Index Total Returns

Total Return Index Levels

On Nov. 8, 2016, Mr. Narendra Modi came on national
television and announced that at the stroke of midnight, 500
and 1,000 rupee notes would no longerbe legal tender.
These notes constituted 86% of the total currency in
circulation. This announcement was by far one of the
boldest economic decisions taken in recent years. The
rationale for this unexpected decision was to remove
counterfeit currency notes from the system, end the parallel
black market economy, and digitize the Indian economy.

To summarize, we can say that the bulls have had their way
during the 12-year period since the announcement of
demonetization was made, and indices across various size
segments and sectors have given exponential returns.

Exhibit 4: Index Total Returns

S&P BSE SENSEX

S&P BSE Large Cap

S&P BSE Mid Cap

S&P BSE Small Cap

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from Nov. 8, 2016, to Nov. 8, 2017. Index
performance based on total return in INR. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes.

From Exhibits 1 and 2, we can see that all four indices have given
high returns. Returns have been promising for large-,mid-,and
small-cap segments. The returns of the small- and mid-cap
segments have been better than the large-cap segment. The S&P
BSE SmallCap and S&P BSE MidCap gave one-year absolute
returns of 35.05% and 28.17%, respectively, while the S&P BSE
LargeCap and S&P BSE SENSEX gave returns of 23.19% and
21.96%, respectively.

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from Nov. 8, 2016, to Nov. 8, 2017. Index
performance based on total return in INR. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes.

From Exhibits 3 and 4,we can see that barring one index, all
sector indices have given positive returns. The S&P BSE
Realty gave the best one-year absolute return of 57.05%,
followed by the S&P BSE Energy and S&P BSE Telecom,
which had one-year absolute returns of 46.01% and 42.93%,
respectively. The S&P BSE Healthcare was the worstperforming index, with a return of -7.44%.

Past performance of an Index is no guarantee of future results. AIPL, S&P DJI and BSE
(the “AIPL Companies”) make no representation or warranty that investment products
based on any Index will accurately track index performance or provide positive
investment returns. The AIPL Companies do not make investment recommendations
and do not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any investment fund or other
investment vehicle that seeks to provide an investment return based on the
performance of any Index. Performance returns for an Index do not reflect payment of
charges or fees an investor may pay for investable instruments. AIPL Companies
receive compensation in connection with licensing Indices to third parties. AIPL
Companies. For more information on any of Indices please visit
http://www.asiaindex.co.in/.

Ved Malla is Associate Director, Product Management at S&P BSE Indices,
responsible for managing Equity and Strategy Indices in India and its neighboring
countries. His objective is to expand business in the region through identifying local
market trends and ensuring new products and services are aligned to the market’s
needs. In addition, he is responsible for compliance and corporate secretarial work.
He has over 11 years of experience in the financial services industry. Prior to joining
S&P BSE Indices, he worked with the two leading Indian stock exchanges (NSE and
BSE) for about 10 years, playing an integral role in the growth of their index and
market data productions. Previously, Ved was associated with Birla Sunlife Mutual
Fund, where he was part of the compliance department.
He has a Master of Business Administration in Marketing from the Narsee Monjee
Institute of Management Studies (NMIMS), Mumbai. He also received his Company
Secretary certificate from the Institute of Company Secretaries of India.

Exhibits 3 and 4 showcase the one-year, post-demonetization
returns for the 11 leading sector indices in India.
Exhibit 3: One-Year Absolute Returns in Sector Indices
INDEX
INDEX VALUE INDEX VALUE ONE-YEAR
ABSOLUTE
ON
ON
NOV. 08, 2016 NOV. 08, 2017 RETURN (%)
S&P BSE Realty
1,585.00
2,489.31
57.05
S&P BSE Energy
3,566.92
5,208.17
46.01
S&P BSE Telecom
1,204.51
1,721.65
42.93
S&P BSE Basic
2,983.78
4,118.34
38.02
Materials
S&P BSE Finance
5,213.94
6,828.34
30.96
S&P BSE Utilities
2,070.98
2,653.96
28.15
S&P BSE Consumer
3,624.96
4,605.44
27.05
Discretionary
S&P BSE Industrials
3,423.10
4,187.83
22.34
S&P BSE Fast Moving 10,524.51
12,784.46
21.47
Consumer Goods
S&P BSE Information
11,837.65
13,186.50
11.39
Technology
S&P BSE Healthcare
16,696.51
15,454.32
-7.44
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from Nov. 8, 2016, to Nov. 8, 2017. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.Table is provided for illustrative purposes
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M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC: SELECTED COUNTRIES

ASIA-PACIFIC MARKETS
MONTHLY HIGHLIGHTS
AND INSIGHTS

Aggregate deal volume in October 2017 increased 14% from the previous month, with China in particular showing an increase of 42%. On a YTD basis,
however, both deal volume and deal value were down 13% and 7%, respectively, relative to the same period last year.

No. of Deals and Value by Country (Oct’17)
Country
China
Japan
Australia
India
Malaysia
Hong Kong
South Korea
Singapore
New Zealand
Thailand
Taiwan
Philippines
Indonesia
Vietnam

By Philip Lee
Global Head of Proprietary Data Services

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
313
17,780.00
136
3,928.00
123
6,037.10
64
3,236.40
57
1,829.50
49
1,514.00
46
618.3
42
8,887.70
23
229.8
19
184.9
15
1,172.60
10
174.9
9
228
8
3.2

Key

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (17’ vs. 16’)
17 YTD
Jan 1, 2017 Oct 31, 2017
China
Japan
Australia
India
Malaysia
Hong Kong
South Korea
Singapore
New Zealand
Thailand
Taiwan
Philippines
Indonesia
Vietnam
Total

Key findings:
Ÿ M&A Activity by Country, Sector
Ÿ Private Equity Investments and Buyouts
Ÿ Initial Public Offerings By Country
Ÿ Venture Capital Investments: Non Buyouts By Country

3,625
1,414
1,217
1,032
475
476
912
372
194
255
107
91
175
121
10,466

No. of deals
16 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
4,440
-18%
1,441
-2%
1,595
-24%
8%
954
-3%
490
510
-7%
-2%
934
-7%
398
-26%
263
-7%
275
-10%
119
-20%
114
-32%
258
-34%
183
-13%
11,974

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
16 YTD
17 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
274,047
325,393
-16%
39,322
54,535
-28%
72,203
72,751
-1%
25,433
34,129
-25%
74%
17,057
9,788
43,346
39,237
10%
50,397
27%
39,575
51,698
30,106
72%
2,435
4,755
-49%
11,253
27%
8,832
6,104
12,214
-50%
3,701
5,131
-28%
4,173
6,076
-31%
3,957
1,676
-58%
646,482
602,845
-7%

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0 -7
>7 - 44
>44 - 88
>88 - 133
>133 - 177
>177 - 221

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of Oct 31, 2017. Figures are
based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending
transactions as well as those without transaction values. Charts are
provided for illustrative purposes.

M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC: SELECTED SECTORS

Philip Lee is a Director at S&P Global Market Intelligence and globally heads up the Desktop Application Specialist team, based in Hong Kong. He manages a team of data
specialists that create Excel models and develop workflow solutions utilizing S&P Global Market Intelligence desktop tools. He has over 11 years of Excel modeling
experience with a focus on corporate finance and M&A models.

Real estate continued to account for the largest proportion of YTD deal value, with growth also evident in the telecommunications services and energy
sectors.

Philip joined S&P Global Market Intelligence in 2008. Prior to that, he spent 4 years with Banc of America Securities, where he was an Associate in the Technology and Media
M&A group. He also spent a year with AGM Partners, focusing on Media M&A advisory and private equity.

No. of Deals YTD Activity (17’ vs. 16’)

Philip holds a BS in Commerce, concentrating in Finance and International Business, from the University of Virginia.
Disclaimer: Copyright © 2017 by S&P Global Market Intelligence. All rights reserved.
No content (including ratings, credit-related analyses and data, valuations, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified,
reverse engineered, reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of S&P Global Market
Intelligence or its affiliates (collectively, S&P). The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P and any third-party providers, as well as their directors,
officers, shareholders, employees or agents (collectively S&P Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Parties are not
responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content, or for the security or maintenance of any
data input by the user. The Content is provided on an “as is” basis. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT’S
FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall S&P Parties be liable to
any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation,
lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
Credit-related and other analyses, including ratings, and statements in the Content are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and not statements of fact. S&P Global
Market Intelligence’s opinions, analyses and rating acknowledgment decisions (described below) are not recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make any
investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P Global Market Intelligence assumes no obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or
format. The Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making
investment and other business decisions. S&P Global Market Intelligence does not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such. While S&P Global
Market Intelligence has obtained information from sources it believes to be reliable, S&P Global Market Intelligence does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or
independent verification of any information it receives.
S&P keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain
business units of S&P may have information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain nonpublic information received in connection with each analytical process.
S&P may receive compensation for its ratings and certain analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities or from obligors. S&P reserves the right to disseminate its
opinions and analyses. S&P's public ratings and analyses are made available on its Web sites, www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com and
www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription), and may be distributed through other means, including via S&P publications and third-party redistributors. Additional information about
our ratings fees is available at www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.

No. of deals
'16 YTD
'17 YTD
YoY Growth
Sector
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
Discretionary
1611
1673
-4%
Industrials
1351
1265
7%
IT
-2%
1186
1167
Real Estate
-45%
1577
870
Materials
2%
650
661
Financials
19%
552
465
Staples
523
-3%
539
Healthcare
1%
477
473
Utilities
19%
230
193
Energy
140
1%
138
Teleco. Services
30
3%
29
NSD
-30%
2304
1607
Total
9219
-12%
10492
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No. of deals
'16 YTD
'17 YTD
YoY Growth
Sector
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
Real Estate
144,355
162,779
-11%
Industrials
95,753
82,625
16%
Discretionary
-14%
70,915
82,258
IT
3%
60,608
59,020
Materials
5%
51,715
49,026
Financials
-8%
33,540
36,495
Utilities
17%
30,235
25,827
Energy
55%
22,821
14,752
Staples
-11%
22,283
24,922
Teleco. Services
70%
13,318
7,847
Healthcare
-57%
12,503
28,805
NSD
-9%
63,476
69,752
Total
-4%
621,523
644,108

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of Oct 31, 2017. Figures are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes closed and
pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. NSD – No Sector Disclosed. Tables are provided for illustrative
purposes. Data sorted by no. of deals and by transaction value from highest (darkest green) to lowest (lightest green).

Contact Information: If you have any questions relating to the content featured in the publication, please contact MI-APAC-Marketing@spglobal.com
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Value of Deals (USDmm) YTD Activity (17’ vs. 16’)
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INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS BY COUNTRY

VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: NON BUYOUTS BY COUNTRY

US$6.4 billion in funds were raised across 109 IPOs in October 2017, with China accounting for 62% of the total value. YTD aggregate volume increased by 48%
relative to the same period last year, while aggregate value increased 9%.
No. of IPOs and Value by Country (Oct ’17)

Japan and India were the top countries in terms of the number of venture capital deals in October 2017, but with smaller average deal sizes. China
accounted for 77% of the total value of deals in the region.

Country
No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
China
37
3,931.20
India
27
690.4
Hong Kong
9
263.7
Australia
8
105.1
Japan
7
197.7
Singapore
5
924.4
South Korea
4
58.8
Vietnam
4
66.9
Indonesia
3
89.1
Thailand
3
31.6
Malaysia
1
8.1
Taiwan
1
0
New Zealand
0
0
Philippines
0
0

Key

No. of IPOs and Value YTD Activity (17’ vs. 16’)
No. of deals
16 YTD
17 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
China
427
189
126%
India
142
84
69%
Hong Kong
12%
67
60
Australia
22%
66
54
Japan
-6%
65
69
Singapore
23
15
53%
South Korea
20%
60
50
Vietnam
-47%
43
81
Indonesia
46%
19
13
Thailand
28%
23
18
Malaysia
18%
20
17
Taiwan
133%
7
3
New Zealand
-67%
2
6
Philippines
100%
4
2
Total
48%
912
615

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
16 YTD
17 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
35,419
29,139
22%
5,772
3,211
80%
1,718
3,116
-45%
1,665
3,146
-47%
3,049
8,496
-64%
73%
2,990
1,726
187%
5,847
2,034
-62%
163
427
-56%
358
811
77%
1,713
966
566%
1,835
275
1698%
392
22
-67%
143
433
-5%
458
484
9%
56,981
52,106

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>1 - 7
>7 - 14
>14 - 22
>22 - 29
>29 - 36

No. of Deals and Value by Country (Oct’17)
Country
Japan
China
India
Singapore
Australia
South Korea
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Thailand
Vietnam
Taiwan
Malaysia
Philippines

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
34
119.9
29
7,233.10
36
205.8
10
96.1
8
1,096.20
5
150.3
6
335.1
2
70
3
9.5
0
14.5
2
11
0
6.8
0
0
2
0

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (17’ vs. 16’)
17 YTD
Jan 1, 2017 Oct 31, 2017

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of Oct 31, 2017. Figures are
based on public offerings offer date. Includes all closed transactions.
Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.

Key

Japan
China
India
Singapore
Australia
South Korea
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Thailand
Vietnam
Taiwan
Malaysia
Philippines
Total

279
388
290
68
68
74
30
27
13
16
22
10
14
6
1,305

No. of deals
16 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
308
-9%
447
-13%
345
-16%
-15%
80
-13%
78
-34%
112
25%
24
-40%
45
63%
8
14%
14
-42%
38
-23%
13
-30%
20
-33%
9
-15%
1,541

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
16 YTD
17 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
753
1,173
-36%
34,778
25,381
-27%
-23%
5,495
7,161
21,865
399%
4,384
-22%
11,042
14,129
-13%
1,611
1,858
1563%
523
8,707
-79%
822
175
-31%
181
125
-69%
136
42
-66%
1,259
432
253%
118
416
818%
16
150
23
-28%
17
66,563
14%
76,210

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>2-8
>8-17
>17-25
>25-34
>34-42

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of Oct 31, 2017. Figures are
based on transaction announcement dates. Includes both closed and pending
transactions as well as those without transaction values. Non-buyouts will
include all features except for leverage buyouts ( LBO), management buyout
or secondary LBO. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes

PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS & BUYOUTS: SELECTED COUNTRIES
Japan showed a strong uptick in private equity and buyout activity in October 2017, leading the region by the number of deals. In terms of aggregate deal value,
however, China continued to be the top performer, with large deals also taking place in Singapore.
No. of Deals and Value by Country (Oct ’17)
Country
Japan
China
India
Australia
South Korea
Singapore
Hong Kong
New Zealand
Indonesia
Malaysia
Vietnam
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand

No. of Deals Value of Deals ($USDmm)
28
2,195.90
25
5,924.30
15
147.8
1,570.40
12
218.8
8
5,152.00
5
3
260
3
7
2
70
1
73.6
1
11
0
0
0
0
0
0

Key

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (17’ vs. 16’)
17 YTD
Jan 1, 2017 Oct 31, 2017
Japan
China
India
Australia
South Korea
Singapore
Hong Kong
New Zealand
Indonesia
Malaysia
Vietnam
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Total

20

168
293
168
66
92
34
19
13
10
9
12
2
5
1
863

No. of deals
16 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
225
-25%
329
-11%
204
-18%
-20%
82
-43%
161
-21%
43
73%
11
30%
10
-41%
17
-18%
11
27
-56%
4
-50%
150%
2
-86%
7
-20%
1,082

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
16 YTD
17 YTD
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2017 - Jan 1, 2016 - YoY Comparison
Oct 31, 2017 Oct 31, 2016
Through
Oct 31, 2017
6,051
1,983
205%
27,194
31,128
-13%
-29%
5,116
7,208
20,147
27,963
-28%
0%
4,873
4,857
27,019
466%
4,775
626%
12,593
1,735
441%
1,369
253
-83%
202
1,172
226
213%
72
252
-79%
1,228
380
13
2862%
388
9
4210%
170
-100%
104,564
81,074
29%

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>0 - 5
>5 - 10
>10 - 14
>14 - 19
>19 - 24

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of Oct 31, 2017. Figures are
based on M&A announcement dates.
Includes both closed and pending transactions as well as those without
transaction values.
Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.
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COMPLIANCE CALENDAR
COMPLIANCE
CALE
COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT FOR
THE MONTH OF DECEMBER - 2017

A SUCCESS STORY
- VIRTUAL REMOTE
EDUCATION ON EPITOME
CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

Compiled by CA Kamlesh P. Mehta
(B.Com, FCA, DISA)

M/s. Kamlesh P. Mehta Associates

All Exchanges

Due Date

Particulars

Segment

Uploading of Funds, Securities and other details to exchanges as per SEBI circular of

5/12/2017

Enhanced supervision.
BSE

BSE - Uploading of margin funding file for the month of November 2017

By Siddharth Bera
Managing Director
Epitome Corporation Pvt. Ltd.

1/12/2017 To
7/12/2017

All Exchanges

Contingency Drill / Mock Trading Session

2/12/2017

PMS

PMS- Uploading of activity report on SEBI portal

5/12/2017

All Exchanges

Uploading clients’ fund balance and securities balances by the stock brokers on stock

7/12/2017

W

eb based distance
learning has developed
and changed the learning
system of India , which is the critical
need of the systematic study if we
want to use to obtain the best desired
learning products. Well, physical
class is localised but Internet can go
beyond the regional barriers.
Students can learn more from the
examination group than from a
teacher. However Epitome solutions
makes has a great contribution in
developing the virtual classrooms
model in India.

exchanges system as per SEBI circular of Enhanced supervision.
Income Tax

TDS Payment for the Month of November, 2017.

7/12/2017

NSE

Uploading of Margin Funding File for the month of November, 2017

7/12/2017

Stamp Duty

Payment of Stamp duty: - Security and Commodity Exchanges

10/12/2017

Depository

Investor Grievances (Report)

10/12/2017

CDSL & NSDL
Income Tax

Advance payment of Income Tax

15/12/2017

MCX-SX

Uploading of margin funding file for the month of November, 2017.

15/12/2017

BSE

Submission of Half yearly Networth Certificate

31/12/2017

Commodity

Submission of system audit report for half year ended 30.09.2017 for the members

31/12/2017

Exchanges

availing ALGO facility.

BSE

No. of STR filed with FIU-IND for the month of November, 2017. (Including NIL STR)

However, the virtual classroom
solution technology enables large
number of students scattered all over
the world for a one-to-many and
interactive communications with the
faculty. Well, this platform provides
an interactivity parallel to live
classroom session, where a student
can interact with the faculty, ask
queries, questions etc at any point of
time and sitting at any corner of the
world. There is a wide use of voice,
data and video. All these advantages
make the concept of virtual
classroom very popular.

Before
31/12/2017

Kamlesh P. Mehta B.Com. FCA, DISA (Post qualification course in information system audit from ICAI) is a practicing Chartered Accountant by profession having an
experience of 24 years in the field of capital market compliance consultancy, depository services audit, management consultancy, system audit and Commodity
market compliance consultancy.
He is a Proprietor of CA firm M/s. KAMLESH P. MEHTA ASSOCIATES & Partner of MEHTA SANGHVI & ASSOCIATES located at Borivali, Mumbai.
He along with his associated concerns specializes in Audit and Assurance Services of various compliance areas related to Capital Market Operations and system
audits of broking industry.
He is also providing compliance calendar to BSE brokers forum and ANMI regularly and same is published in their journal. Recently he and his team had drafted
compliance manual for commodity brokers published by BSE brokers forum.

In a web based classrooms, students
can study at their velocity. The

He is a regular speaker of the various seminars for broking and DP compliances organized by WIRC (Western India Regional Council of ICAI) and study circle group.
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lessons will be available every time
and students can go through them at
free time and grasp it. Moreover in
web-based classes, the teacher can
explain the lesson in a structured
manner, so that the lesson can be
understood properly. In India,
students from far flung places can
take the advantage of the web based
classes.

The virtual
classroom solution
technology enables
large number of
students scattered
all over the world for
a one-to-many and
interactive
communications
with the faculty.
Our Epitome
solution has with it
a perfect voice quality and the best
voice communication experiences for
its users. However it has an
outstanding bandwidth flexibility and
video compression rate due to which
users can expect perfect visual
effects even in a bad network.
However, with its built-in multiplexing

technology, a single video channel
can be multiplexed through several
video signals so that the video data is
transmitted in a synchronised and
organic way. This in turn saves the
network bandwidth, enhances the
transmission skill and reshuffles the
transmission.
All the videos are transmitted by our
cloud via our bandwidth, which saves
the users from the expensive
bandwidth. Moreover our solutions
are not restricted to only PC-Laptop; it
can be available through any tablets
and Smartphone’s.
Well, the online classroom training is
an alternative to full classroom
training that offers flexibility. It
reduces travel cost, and can be
concentrated on a single module of a
specific application or provides as
short refresher courses. The web
based classes can be implemented at
a low cost as many tools are available
free. Moreover the software and
hardware that is required is very
negligible. Users can set up in a
limited infrastructure.
Contact us:
siddharth@estv.in
Telephone: +91 98795 44338
Website: http://epitomesolutions.in
#

ADVERTORIAL

REGULATORY
PULSE
REGULATORY
PULSE
ENFORCEMENT OF MPS REQUIREMENTS BY STOCK EXCHANGES
Every listed entity is required to adhere to the
minimum public shareholding (MPS) norms
specified in the Securities Contracts
(Regulation) Rules, 1957. While MPS
violations have been addressed by SEBI until
now, through a recent circular, SEBI has
created an obligation on stock exchanges to
monitor compliance and address violations.
Exchanges are now required to monitor listed
companies and must issue notices to listed
entities within 15 days on observing any noncompliances. The circular requires exchanges
to undertake three kinds of actions against

non-compliant companies: (1) restrict
promoters and directors from taking up new
directorships in listed companies; (2) impose
fines of Rs. 5,000 per day of non-compliance
until the issue is rectified and Rs. 10,000 per
day if the company remains non-compliant for
more than one year; and (3) freeze promoter
shareholding in non-compliant listed company
and, if the company remains non-compliant for
more than one year, freeze demat accounts of
the promoters. Such freeze shall not act as an
impediment to any attempts at complying with
the MPS requirements. In addition, exchanges
may also consider compulsory delisting of the

non-compliant listed companies. As
exchanges are required to periodically
disclosenames of non-compliant companies,
fines imposed and paid, freezing of shares, etc.
on their website,investors will be informed of
such developments.
While the actions specified in the circular are
not detrimental to the power of SEBI to take
action for MPS violations, the circular is a
welcome move as it will reduce the burden on
SEBI and allow them to take action on more
significant matters.

Over the years, several mutual funds have
come to manage different schemes with

almost identical characteristics. Now, a mutual
fund will be permitted to have only one scheme
in each category. Existing schemes in the same
category will have to be merged or wound-up.
Towards this end, mutual funds will have to
submit scheme restructuring proposals to SEBI
within 2 months from the date of the circular,
including a proposed course of action for
rationalisation. SEBI will then issue
observations on the proposals which will have
to be implemented within three months.
Although the effort is laudable, there would
certainly be a learning curve for the market and
the re-classification of existing funds may lead
to temporary discomfort to existing investors.
Nevertheless, the classification is necessary

and will help in reducing schemes with
excessive number of labels, by reflecting the
type and objective of the fund as closely as
possible. This will create a level playing field
and make it easier to compare schemes. On the
other hand, this may stifle innovation and
reduce operational flexibility to some extent,
but that may be a reasonable cost to ensure
product suitability; given that mutual funds can
offer the smallest ticket sizes and reach the
smallest investors. Finally, behavioural
economics shows the confusion an excessive
number of identical products has on consumer
choice. The implementation should however
be calibrated for innovation in the future and
not be left to a straight jacketed formula.

SUPREME COURT ON RECOVERY OF INTEREST IN PENALTY ORDERS
The Securities Laws (Amendment) Act, 2014
overhauled SEBI’s enforcement powers,
including its powers to recover penalties and
disgorged amounts. A recent issue has been
the charging of interest on amounts owed to
SEBI pursuant to penalty and disgorgement
orders. The confusion arose under Section 28A
of the SEBI Act which was unclear about
interest on amounts payable under penalty and
disgorgement orders. It was further unclear
whether interest could be charged
retrospectively for orders issued prior to the
Amendment Act. The SAT clarified that such

interest may only be charged prospectively
from July 18, 2013, which is the date when
Section 28A came into effect. In the present
case, the Supreme Court while concurring with
the SAT in terms of the prospective
applicability of the interest provision, differed
about the date of effect of the interest charging
powers of SEBI. It clarified that Section 28A as
on July 18, 2013 did not refer to Section 220 of
the Income Tax Act which provides for the
charging of interest obligations on defaulted
payments. The reference to Section 220 was
only introduced into Section 28A on August 25,

2014, when the ordinance was finally framed
as an Amendment Act. Therefore, as per the
Supreme Court, SEBI may charge interest on
defaulted payments prospectively from August
25, 2014, as opposed to July 18, 2013.
The Supreme Court’s opinion seems to be in
conflict with the words of the Amendment Act
because Section 28A, including the reference
to Section 220, was specifically brought into
force from July 18, 2013. Therefore, interest
ought to be levied on defaulted payments from
that date.

KOTAK COMMITTEE REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Recently, the boards of some well governed
listed companies faced the heat of battle
between their founder-promoters and
directors. Reacting to these issues at Tata Sons
and Infosys, SEBI decided to set up a

committee under the chairmanship of Mr.
UdayKotak for revamping the corporate
governance norms in the securities market.
The Kotak Committee presented its
comprehensive report on October 5 suggesting

Existing Provision (E) &
Committee’s Recommendation ®

changes in corporate governance norms for
listed companies. Some of the major
recommendations and our views on it are
discussed below:

Our Views

Composition and Functioning of the Board
E: Minimum No. of Directors on the Board– Three.
R: Should be increased to six.

E: Gender Diversity on the Board - Minimum one woman director is required.
R: For listed companies, minimum one woman ‘independent director’ should be
appointed on the Board.

In companies comprising of small group of directors, the number of
independent director may be 1 or 2. Out of these, mandating one of the
independent directors to be a woman will reduce options for selection of an ID.
In such a scenario, the Board will give priority to person’s gender, rather than
the qualifications, expertise and experience of the director.

E: Minimum number of Board meetings - At least four meetings in a year.
R: Should be increased to five wherein at least one meeting is dedicated
towards budgeting, Board evaluation, etc.

Instead of imposing a mandate to hold a fifth meeting, it may be required that
the Board must spend time on strategizing, budgeting, evaluation, etc. and the
same should be reflected in the minutes of the meetings.

E: Different Non-Executive Chairperson and MD/CEO - Chairperson of a Separation of the two positions would create two power centres which may
company cannot become its MD / CEO.
hinder the progress of the company. Management should act like a collegium
R: Listed companies with public shareholding of 40% or more should have a comprising of variety of people with one chief.
non-executive director as its Chairperson and a separate MD.
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
E: Minimum number of IDs - If the Chairperson is an executive director or
related to promoter: then ½ of the Board should comprise of IDs; otherwise
1/3of the Board should comprise of Ids.
R: At least ½ of the Board should comprise of Ids.

CATEGORIZATION OF MUTUAL FUND SCHEMES
Driven by a long-drawn need for
standardization of mutual fund schemes, SEBI
on October 6, 2017 has come out with a
circular on categorization and rationalisation of
mutual fund schemes. To facilitate convenient
and informed decision making by investors,
SEBI has categorised mutual fund schemes,
under broad heads of equity, debt, hybrid,
solution oriented, and other schemes. SEBI has
further sub-categorized the above categories
based on percentage asset allocation, type of
the scheme, investment strategy, nature of
securities, maturity period etc. We now have
36 distinct categories of mutual fund schemes.

REGULATORY
PULSE
REGULATORY
PULSE

Considering that the Listing Regulations are also applicable on small and
medium size companies, this is nothing but an additional onerous requirement
and will only increase the costs of the company.

The primary purpose of appointment of IDs is to keep a check on the functioning
of the Board and the Company. The management of the Company lies primarily
in the hands of other executive and non-executive director. IDs may not be
equally concerned about the company, its profitability, etc. as compared to the
founders, promoters or other directors. Therefore, the number of IDs in the
Board should not be increased further.

E: Compensation to IDs - No provision for minimumcompensation.
Mandating specific minimum amounts would only add to the costs of the
R: Top 500 companies by market capitalization should pay at least Rs. 5 lakhs company. Such laws on minimum sitting fees are not appropriate.
per year to IDs; Minimum sitting fees is also recommended.
E: Alternate directors for IDs - Person who is eligible to become an ID can be Circumstances where IDs are unable to participate in the functioning of the
appointed as an alternate director to ID.
Company due to unforeseen reasons have not been taken into account. Existing
condition that the alternate director should be independent will serve the intent.
R: No alternate director should be appointed for Ids.
E: Appointment of Lead ID - No such provision.
Creation of special post of Lead ID and calling of separate meetings of IDs will
R: Listed companies with non-independent Chairperson should appoint a Lead divide the Board into two and will lead to running of parallel boards. The power
centre of Board should only rest with one person and all members of the Board
ID.
should work in furtherance of company’s interest.
PROVISIONS RELATED TO PROMOTERS
E: Sharing of information with certain parties - No such provision.
R: Allow sharing of information, including unpublished price sensitive
information (as defined under the Insider Trading Regulations) with significant
shareholders and promoters with whom an agreement to this effect has been
signed with.

The price sensitive information of a company should not be allowed to be
moved outside unless it is on a ‘need-to-know’ basis, which is already
permitted in law.
The significant shareholders / promoters, being just another shareholder of the
company cannot be treated different from all other shareholders. They should
not be given special privilege to have access to sensitive information about the
company. Existing law allows appointment of promoters and their
representatives as directors of a company which enables them to have access
to company’s information.

E: Compensation to Executive Promoter Directors - No specific provision.
This is a much needed recommendation as it ensures that the promoters do not
R: Compensation payable beyond a prescribed threshold to the executive misuse their position.
directors who are also the members of the promoter/promoter group should be
approved by passing a special resolution.
DISCLOSURE NORMS
E: Disclosure of Credit Ratings - Any revision in the credit ratings has to be This is a much needed disclosure, as we have recently seen a number of cases
disclosed.
wherein investors were affected due to non-disclosure of revised credit ratings
in due time.
R: Revisions should be updated immediately.
E: Key changes in financial indicators - No such provision.
This is an unnecessary addition. Too much information will over shadow the
R: Certain ratios, such as, debtors turnover, interest coverage ratio, debt-equity more relevant information.
ratio, net profit margin, etc. should be separately disclosed in MD&A.
E: Medium and long-term strategy - No such provision.
A Company’s medium term and long term strategy is subject to change, given
R: Under the MD&A, the companies may be required to provide their medium the dynamic environment in which it operates. Mandatorily providing every
detail of it will create additional responsibility.
and long-term strategies.

The Committee has tried to regulate every
aspect of a business on a rule-based approach.
Companies have to be given certain leeway to

Disclaimer :
The newsletter is not in the nature of a
legal opinion or advice. Copyright reserved.

be able to decide and conduct their
businesses. We believe that providing
guidance notes and best practices is a better

way to implement the above
recommendations than prescribing them.

Courtesy: Finsec Law Advisors
A financial sector law firm which provides regulatory advice and assistance focusing
on the securities, investments and banking industry. www.finseclaw.com

Disclosure: Finsec Law Advisors is representing Kirloskar Chillers Private Limited.
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CIRCULARS
CIRCULARS

CIRCULARS
CIRCULARS

ANALYZING CIRCULARS N ORDERS 11 Oct, 2017 to 4 Nov, 2017 for BBF
Regulator

Important Circular's Released For The Month

SEBI-PRESS RELEASE

PR: Proclamation Order in SEBI Special Case No. 203 of 2014 in respect of Mr.Ketan V. Parekh, Director of Panther
Fincap and Management Services Ltd. ~~ Proclamation requiring appearance in court of Mr.Ketan V. Parekh,
Director of Panther Fincap and Management Services Ltd.
Online Registration Mechanism and Filing System for Clearing Corporations for web upload ~~ SEBI has
introduced a digital platform for online filings related to Clearing Corporations. In order to ease the process of
application for recognition / renewal, reporting and other filings in terms Securities Contracts (Regulation) (Stock
Exchanges and Clearing Corporations) Regulations, 2012 and other circulars issued from time to time
Review of Block Deal Window Mechanism ~~ Based on the deliberations from market participants, SEBI decided
to revise the framework for block deals by providing two block deal windows. First window between 08:45 AM to
09:00 AM. and second window between 02:05 PM to 2:20 PM. with extension of trading hours till 5:00 PM.
Effective from January 01, 2018.
Criteria for Settlement Mode of Commodity Derivative Contracts ~~ Broad guidelines being specified to help
ensure appropriate settlement mode with presence of other supporting conditions play a crucial role in ensuring
convergence of prices between derivatives and spot market
SEBI (International Financial Services Centres) Guidelines, 2015 ~~ Amendment w.r.t section 8 (2) allowing Any
entity based in India or in a foreign jurisdiction may form a company in IFSC to act as a TM/CM of a clearing
corporation in IFSC.
Non-compliance with the Minimum Public Shareholding (MPS) requirements ~~ Reference to monitoring of
compliance by listed entities with the MPS provisions and exchanges to ensure defined actions and procedures
w.r.t non- compliance and change in status as and when applicable
for Equity & Equity Derivatives segment ~~ Exchange has launched trading in the Equity, Equity Derivatives,
Currency Derivatives - Interest Rate Derivatives segment on its new generation trading platform viz. BOLT Plus.
Above-mentioned changes shall be made live with effect from Monday, December 04, 2017 followed by a
compliance mock trading session on Saturday, December 02, 2017.
Phase out of VSAT Network ~~ On account of very high cost and slow speed as compared to other connectivity
alternatives.BSE had announced that VSAT technology will be phased out and Final phase out will begin from
November 1, 2017
Revised Bulk upload Format of SIP and XSIP facilities ~~ MFIs/MFDs/RIAs using third party vendor solutions
and/or in-house developed trading application are requested to note and incorporate respective changes with
regards to Bulk Upload format on SIP Registration, SIP Registration Cancellation,XSIP Registration
Cancellation,ISIP Registration Cancellation
Exclusively Listed Companies (ELCs) of De-recognized/Non-operational/exited Stock Exchanges placed in the
Dissemination Board (DB) ~~ Regarding the details of the non-compliant Exclusively Listed Companies and its
Promoters/Directors list to the Depositories for initiating the action in accordance with the referred SEBI circular. ~
The non-compliant ELCs, its directors, promoters and the companies which are promoted by any of them shall not
be eligible, to access the securities market for the purposes of raising capital and shall not be eligible to remain or
become director of any listed company till the promoters of such ELCs provide an exit option to the public
shareholders in compliance with SEBI circular dated October 10, 2016.
SEBI directions w.r.t. listed Shell Companies – Update on Geefcee Finance Ltd. ~~Geefcee Finance Ltd/Marg Ltd.
shall be reverted to the status as it stood prior to issuance of SEBI letter dated August 07, 2017 effective from
November 02,2017/November 06, 2017. . And an independent auditor shall be appointed to conduct forensic audit
of the Company for verification, including the credentials / financials of the Company.
Location ID registration ~~ Members are advised to ensure that all the information provided to the Exchange
while registration of IML/BOLT TWS/BOLT PLUS terminal location details as well as on ongoing basis, is correct. ~
Members to review the details filled against the existing Terminal ids and update the same in case of any changes.
SEBI directions w.r.t. listed Shell Companies – Update on Neil Industries Ltd. ~~ Neil Industries Ltd shall be
reverted to the status as it stood prior to issuance of SEBI letter dated August 07, 2017 effective from October 30,
2017. ~ Sagar Productions Ltd. shall be reverted to the XT status as it stood prior to issuance of SEBI letter dated
August 07, 2017.
Amendment to PML (Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005 ~~ Members to update client category wise number
of active clients and number of clients who have complied with submitting Aadhar numbers with respect to the
client categories covered in the Amendment to PML (Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005 by October 31, 2017,
after which the given link will be disabled and data will be sent to SEBI.
Suspension of trading in securities of companies for non-compliances of certain Regulation of SEBI (Depositories
and Participants) Regulations, 1996 ~~ Trading in Birla ShlokaEdutech Ltd, Divine Multimedia (India) Ltd, Prism
Informatics Ltd, REI Six Ten Retail Ltd, Shreejal Info Hubs Ltd, Subh Tex (India) Ltd suspended from November 7,
2017 for non-compliance of certain Regulations of SEBI LODR Regulations, 2015.
Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme (SGB) available for subscription on BSE StAR MF Platform 2017-18: Series 5 ~~
Subscription of Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme on BSE StAR MF Platform from Oct 23 to Oct 25 2017 for Mutual
Fund Distributors and facility shall be available only on BSE StAR MF Web Portal and shall be available for
transaction in demat mode.

SEBI

SEBI / NSE/
BSE/MCX-SX

SEBI

SEBI

SEBI

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE
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SEBI directions w.r.t. listed Shell Companies – Update on Scintilla Commercial & Credit Ltd. ~~ As per SEBI
instruction the trading in securities of the Scintilla Commercial & Credit Ltd. shall be reverted to the status as it
stood prior to issuance of SEBI letter dated August 07, 2017.
SEBI directions w.r.t. listed Shell Companies – Update on Anshus Clothing Ltd. ~~Anshus Clothing Ltd reverted to
the prior status effective from October 17, 2017.
FII-Investment under Portfolio Investment Scheme - Manpasand Beverages Limited ~~ Series- IL will be activated
for Manpasand Beverages Limited.effective from October 16, 2017. Six lakh series for special bargain in the
NiyoginFintech Ltd. security will be activated w.e.f. October 17, 2017., IL activated for ELPRO INTERNATIONAL LTD
from October 17, 2017
FII Investment under PIS. ~~ Six lakh series for special bargain in Claris Lifesciences ltd will be suspended w.e.f.
October 18, 2017., Series- IL will be suspended w.e.f. October 16, 2017 for M/s Visa Steel Limited (Symbol: VISASTEEL)
Online Bidding platform for Sovereign Gold Bond 2017-18: Series 3 Tranche 10 - Update ~~ Online bidding
platform detailed for Sovereign Gold Bond 2017-18: Series 3 Tranche 10 - Updates given.
Suspension of trading in securities of companies for non-compliances of Regulation 55A of SEBI (Depositories and
Participants) Regulations, 1996 ~~ Suspension of Suryachakra Power Corporation Ltd & Bio Green Papers Ltd
are revoked from October 18, 2017.
Unlisted suspected shell companies trading as clients on the stock exchange ~~ SEBI has provided a list of 3
suspected unlisted shell companies (Premium Polycot Pvt. Ltd., Yuva Trading Company Pvt. Ltd., Spiritual
Marketing Pvt. Ltd.) identified by Income Tax Department - Rajkot.
Rationalisation of “S+ Framework” for enhanced monitoring of BSE Exclusive Main Board Companies – Update
~~ Updates on changes in procedures w.r.t Review of how scrips will be considered for S+ Framework
Charges for high Order to Trade ratio in Equity Segment – Revised ~~ The charges for Order to Trade Ratio in the
Equity segment of BOLT Plus trading system shall be revised w.e.f October 16, 2017 as specified in the circular only
for cases where order requests is greater than 10,00,000
New Features added on BSE StAR MF Platform - Mandate update ~~ MFIs/MFDs/RIAs using third party vendor
solutions and/or in-house developed trading application are requested to note specified changes with regards to
Mandate registration,upload,search,download,APIsand Scan mandate.
Commission on Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme 2017-18 Series 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 ~~ Entire 1% commission received
by BSE from RBI for Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme 2017 – 18, will be passed on to respective members.
Guidelines for Online Bidding platform for Sovereign Gold Bond 2017-18: ~~ BSE’s Online Bidding Platform for
Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme 2017-18 – (Tranche 10) will be open for subscription. Members will be able to place
bids for physical mode for their clients to hold SGB units in non-demat form. The process of Bid entry ,modification
time, confirmation process for demat and physical mode with details of SGB scheme master, Additional time
window for modification/cancellationof Demat& Physical Mode bids is explained in the given circular.

SEBI Order with respect to Nu Tek India Limited ~~ Nu Tek India Limited shall be reverted to the EQ serities from
October 10, 2017 ~ Quest Financial Services Ltd is moved out of GSM framework from October 12, 2017 Anubhav
Infrastructure Ltd., Apoorva Leasing Finance and Investment Company Ltd., Appu Marketing & Manufacturing Ltd. ,
BLS Infotech Ltd., Dwitiya Trading Ltd.-shifted out of GSM ~ Jaisukh Dealers Ltd is moved out of GSM framework
from October 12, 2017. ~ Tatia Global Vennture Ltd moved to XD group and moved out of GSM framework from
October 10, 2017
Suspension of trading in Equity Shares for non-compliance with SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015 or movement to
BSE/ NSE
GSM ~~ Promoter & Promoter group holdings of Visu International Limited is already frozen w.e.f.September 26,
2017 due to non-compliance of above SEBI circular pursuant to Reg. 55A of SEBI(Depositories and Participants)
and the company shifted to GSM VI ~ MRO-TEK-moved to Stage III of GSM- October 10, 2017. ~ PC Products India
Limited is moved to stage I of GSM ~ ROSELABS FINANCE LTD., RAJPUTANA INVESTMENT AND FINANCE LTD. is
moved to stage I of GSM ~ GSM framework for Chhattisgarh Industries Ltd will be initiated in one week from
October 23, 2017. ~ Padmanabh Industries Ltd is moved to stage II of GSM effective 12th Oct, 2017 ~ BONANZA
INDUSTRIES LTD.is moved to stage II of GSM from October 11, 2017. ~ BCC Fuba India Ltd, Katare Spinning Mills
Ltd, Laurel Organics Ltd, Source Natural Foods and Herbal Supplements Ltd, is moved to stage I of GSM Saptarishi
Agro Industries Ltd, is moved to stage II of GSM Oct 10, 2017
BSE/NSE/NSCCL/CDSL Declaration as defaulter – M/s AmrapaliAadya Trading & Investment Private Limited ~~ M/s AmrapaliAadya
Trading & Investment Private Limited is declared defaulter by NSCCL. effective on October 11, 2017. ~ Investors
having any outstanding claims against AmrapaliAadya Trading & Investments Pvt. Ltd. are advised to file their
claims with the Exchange, if they so desire, within 90 days from the date of issue of this notice.
BSE/ NSE

BSE / NSE
NSE

NSE
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GSM and S+ Framework ~~ Multiple circulars given with listing of securities Moving in / Moving Out to different
stages of GSM and Periodic relaxation of Surveillance
Defaulting clients as per SEBI Circular dated February 23, 2017 ~~ NSE has provided the details of the defaulting
clients with respect to the IGRP orders / Arbitration award / Appellate Arbitration awards and also does not appeal
at the next level of redressal mechanism within the timelines prescribed by SEBI. Members to ensure precautions
before dealing with such clients
Consolidated Circular- Inspection Department ~~Consolidated circular of Inspection department of the Exchange
for the period from July 01, 2016 till September 30 2017, are consolidated in this circular.
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Internal Audit of Trading members / Clearing members ~~ Members may please note that the existing late
charges/Disciplinary action for late/non submission as enclosed as Annexure 1 shall be applicable for the current audit
submission i.e. for half year ended September 30, 2017.
Issuance of Audio/ Video Tutorial for Internal Audit Submission ~~Exchange has provided a tutorial for Internal Audit
Submission in an Audio/ Video format..
Suspension of trading in Equity Shares of NEPC India Limited for non-compliance with SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015
~~ Trading in the shares of the NEPC India Limited on Trade for Trade basis on the first trading day of every week
will be discontinued w.e.f. November 13, 2017.
Scheme for payment of Interest on Member’s NSEIL Cash IFSD of Capital Market Segment ~~ Exchange introduce a
scheme for payment of interest on member’s Interest Free Security Deposit of Capital Market Segment. The scheme
has been designed with a view to improve the overall cost & capital efficiency of the members. effective from 01st
November, 2017. 3.5% p.a Interest will be calculated on the unencumbered portion of the IFSD.

NSE

Yield calculator facility in NDM - Order Matching Platform ~~ Members may note that the facility of yield calculator
shall be made available in the NDM - Order Matching Platform w.e.f. October 18, 2017. Revised user manual with the
above facility shall be available at “User Guide” under “NDM-Order Matching” tab, post log in.

NSE

Commission on Sovereign Gold Bonds - 2017-18 ~~ Exchange to share the commission earned with the TMs @
0.99% of the allotment value for all the issuances subscribed during the period October 16, 2017 to December 27,
2017. Members to send GST Invoice as stipulated
Modification in list of securities of Ahmedabad Stock Exchange available on Dissemination Board of NSE ~~Aakar
Leasing & Financial Services Limited change the status of the following company from “Vanishing Company” to
“Companies exclusively listed on RSEs (shares available for buying/ selling on Dissemination Board)”.effective on
October 18, 2017.
FII-Investment under Portfolio Investment Scheme - Visa Steel Limited ~~ Series- IL will be suspended w.e.f.
October 16, 2017 for Visa Steel Limited (Symbol: - VISASTEEL).
Notification and circular issued by MCA for transfer of shares to IEPF account ~~ MCA has issued Notification
dated October 13, 2017 and Circular dated October 16, 2017 regarding Transfer of shares to IEPF Authority as
mentioned in Annexures.

NSE

NSE
CDSL

NSDL

2017-0061-Policy-Addition of new reason - Request for modifying incorrect PAN details in i-ASSIST ~~ Regarding
facility to incorporate reasons for modifying incorrect PAN details in i-Assist Intranet site (https:\\i-assist). The new
reason code is created under code 8 - Merger/ Amalgamation with another entity for modification of PAN.

NSDL

2017-0060-Policy-FAQ in respect of reliance on the records of client due diligence (KYC) carried out by a third party
~~ FAQ is answered with respect to queries of participants on reliance on the records of client due diligence (KYC)
carried out by a third party and in-person verification.

NSDL

NSDL

2017-0062-Policy-Insurance Premium Computation Methodology ~~ Methodology for computing premium payable
- the incidences of insurance claims would be considered for 2017-18. NSDL will intimate the premium amounts in
due course.
2017-0011-Policy-DDP-Clarification on Exchange Traded Cross Currency Derivatives contracts on EUR-USD, GBPUSD and USD-JPY currency pairs ~~ Member registered with SEBI has clarified on exchange traded cross
currency derivatives contracts on EUR-USD, GBP-USD and USD-JPY currency pairs.

NSDL

2017-0059-Policy-Enhancement of Pledge facility on SPEED-e ~~ Enhancement to confirm the pledge instructions
through SPEED-e facility.

NSDL

2017-0010-Policy-DDP-Investments by FPIs in Government securities ~~ Revision in the limit for investment by FPIs
in Government Securities, for the October - December 2017 quarter.

Compiled by Rekha Shah, Analyze N Control
The firm specialises in helping Broking houses in Operational process set up and also has softwares focussed
on compliances - regulatory search engine - www.circularsnorders.com and has a state of the art client
screening product duly integrated with Anti Money Laundering and Surveillance product.

CLASSIFICATION OF LEASING
SERVICES- A PRACTICAL DILEMMA.
By Neha Ahuja
Advocate

A

fter a long wait we have finally
voyaged into the Goods and
Services Tax regime, and are
experiencing many teething problems.
Other than filing of GST returns, issue
related to appropriate classification of
goods and services and the rates thereon is
one of the many burning issues which
require immediate action on the part of the
government. It may be noted that any inapt
classification can result in grave
consequences to businesses and their
reputation.
Now let us understand where do Leasing
services fall?
Leasing of cars, aircraft etc. where a
conclusive classification and the
corresponding rates have not been
reached. The rate scheduled initially
released by the GST Council contained an
entry which stipulated that transfer of right
to use goods would be taxable as per the
rates of the goods being transferred. The
industry was apprehensive about the
impact on their businesses if such rate of
GST as applicable to goods like cars being
leased (as high as 50%) was to be followed.
It was believed that such high rates would
lead to massive costs on industries
engaged in leasing cars as well as their
ultimate recipients. Further, credit on such
service is not available which would further
escalate the costs.
Subsequently, Notification no.11/2017Central Tax (Rate), dated 28.06.2017 was
issued prescribing rate of tax on various
services based on a new classification
scheme for services under Chapter 99.
S.No. 17 of the said Notification covers the
following services:

The Industry has been classifying the
above services under Heading 9973 which
are taxed at the corresponding rates of
goods being supplied. Classifying the same
under the Heading 9973 implies that
service of leasing of motor vehicles would
attract GST at the rate of 29% to 50%.
However, the above entry cannot be read in
isolation and it’s important to analyse if
there is any other competing entry for such
services. S.NO.10 of the said notification
also covers a competing entry which was
not included in draft rate schedule. The
same has been reproduced hereunder-
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In view of the above quandary the
legislature will have to go along way in
adopting proper principles and would
assure proper classification and would
have to finally look on the rates of GST.

Sr. Chapter, Section Description of Service
Rate (Per Cent) Condition
or Heading
9
Transport Vehicles with or
10 (Rental Services
of Transport
Vehicles)

without operators, other than
(I) above

Leasing of cars, aircraft
etc. where a conclusive
classification and the
corresponding rates
have not been reached.
On a prima facie reading of the above entry,
it is seen that leasing of cars may also fall
under Heading 9966 covering rental
services of transport with or without
operators which attracts 18% of tax
(CGST+ SGST).
Thus the activity of leasing motor vehicles
may get covered under heading 9966 of the
above notification as ‘rental services of
transport vehicles, with or without
operator’.
In light if the above discussion, resort may
be taken to interpretative rules and

Sr. Chapter, Section Description of Service
Rate (Per Cent) Condition
or Heading
(iii)Transfer of the right to use Same rate of
17 Heading 9973
(Leasing or rental
services, with or
without operator)

classification principles. Unfortunately,
classification rules are not available in
respect of services. It can be said the
Pandora’s Box is open when there are two
competing entries under the same
notification and there is no classification
principle.

any goods for any purpose
(whether or not for a
specified period) for cash,
deferred payment or other
valuable consideration.

central tax as on
supply of like
goods involving
transfer of title in
goods.

Neha Ahuja, Advocate
• Working as an Advocate in the field of Tax,
Intellectual Property, Capital Markets &
Securities, Anti-Corruption, Investigation,
Manufacturing, Consumer Products, Industrial
Products & Durables, Communications (Telecom
& Broadcasting), Energy (Power, Coal, Oil &
Gas),Mining, Civil and Criminal litigation.
Specialized in Criminal Litigation.
• Working at Prompt Legal, which is one of India’s
leading independent law firms.
• Regular faculty at Jai Hind College of Commerce
and Science for the subject of Law. Lectures
given on the following Acts and Bills:
Companies Act, 2013, Reserve Bank of India Act,
1934, Banking Regulation Act 1949, Negotiable
Instruments Act 1881, Indian Insurance Act
1938, IRDA Act 1999, Consumer Protection Act,
1986, Ombudsmen Act 1975,Indian Stamp Act
1899, Indian Registration Act 1908, Lokpal and
Lokayukta Bill.
• Worked as a Constitutional expert on several
books published by Lexis Nexis namely “GST”
from Ideation to Reality. Also, written textbooks
at college level on the subject matters of IPR and
Cyber Law published by Vipul Prakashan.
• On the panel as a Legal Committee member to
social clubs such as the Cricket Club of India.
• Completed her Bachelors in Banking and
Insurance (BBI). There after obtained a Masters
degree in Commerce (Mcom) and then
completed Legum Baccalaureus (LLB).
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CHANGING GEARS: GAINERS & LOSERS
IN THE PUSH FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

By Prof B Venkateswaran
Professor of Finance Pondicherry University - Loyola College

Riken Mehta
Independent Financial Consultant
Last decade was characterized by the advent
of internet and the disruptive revolution it
unleashed; e-commerce, social media,
automation, big data, cloud computing, etc.
have been the big talking points of this
decade. So if I were to put my money on what
is the idea that will completely overhaul the
existing system, I'd say electrical vehicles
(EVs).
The bullish case for EVs is also in line with
Indian government's aggressive push to
electrify all new vehicles by 2030. Road
Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari in
September put out a stern warning for
automakers - shift to clean fuel or be
bulldozed. The comments were made in
context of India's rising imports and pollution
levels, but gain significance in light of the fact
that India is the world's third largest
automobile market.
Sales of passenger vehicles and twowheelers (fueled by fossil fuels) crossed 3
million and 17.5 million in FY17, while that of
EVs stood at measly 25,000. This, and the
government's aggressive push for
electrifying all vehicles by 2030, highlights
the immense opportunity clean fuel holds for
car makers.
Need for Evs
India imports 82% of its crude requirement,
pushing the annual energy import bill to $150
billion (in 2016). Analysts expect the bill to
double to $300 billion by 2030. But the
government's mandate to have only EVs on
roads by 2030 aims to reduce domestic
dependency on fossil fuel imports which puts
huge strain on the government's fiscal deficit.
Additionally, India, along with China, holds a
notorious record for having some of the top
polluted cities in the world. China is coming
down hard on the domestic industry to curb
pollution and India is taking a leaf from it by
pushing EVs that have nil tailpipe emissions,
thereby aiming to keep pollution under check
and reducing carbon emissions by as much
as 37% by 2030.
Overseas, too, countries have realised the
success of Elon Musk’s electric cars
resulting in governments' announcing
ambitious EV plans. Germany has set a
30

deadline to switch to EVs by 2030; France
and UK have set longer timelines to 2040 for
complete ban on fossil fuel-powered internal
combustion engines. China has already
bulldozed local vehicle manufacturers by
making it mandatory for fossil fuel carmakers
to produce 10% or more EVs of its total fleet
by 2018, and 12% or more by 2020.

Demand for electric power
is expected to rise
manifold owing to
frequent charging needed
by EV batteries. This will,
in turn, give a boost to
power companies in the
long term.
Is India ready?
Poor infrastructure is posing to be one of the
biggest hurdles for a pan India EV rollout.
Charging cars will require large parking space
at every regular junction with enough supply
of battery charging points. The technology is
evolving, so a lion's share of expense is
expected to be directed towards research
and development for the same.
Battery cost forms a major part of cost for
EVs and it will take a while before lithium-ion
battery prices come at par with petrol car
batteries. Changing consumer preference
from traditional to cleaner fuels; addressing
consumers' concerns of charging the battery
daily, along with a premium price tag also
remains a challenge. Despite these existing
impediments, the government is planning to
rollout a policy framework on EVs by
December 2017.
Who'll gain, who'll lose?
Auto players seem to have picked on lessons
mobile handset manufacturers Blackberry
and Nokia missed: you have to move with the
times. Auto majors have started investing in
the technological advancements required for
EVs; Maruti Suzuki is installing a lithium-ion
battery plant with Toshiba and Denso in
Gujarat while its parent company Suzuki
Motor has joined hands with Toyota Motor for
technology; Tata Motors, Nissan, Hyundai,
Renault have all announced their EV rollout
plans in India with significant capex.

(Advisor - Corporate Communication
Goodwill Wealth Management P. Ltd.)
Sajjan Jindal’s JSW Group is the latest player
to have joined the fray with capex of Rs 4,000
crore and plans of launching its first electric
car by 2020. JSW Energy, part of the group,
will set up energy storage and charging
infrastructure.
Mahindra Electric, popularly known for
India's first electric car Reva, has tied up with
cab aggregator Ola and the Government of
India to build an all-electric public transport
fleet as a pilot project in Nagpur.
Charge up!
Demand for electric power is expected to rise
manifold owing to frequent charging needed
by EV batteries. This will, in turn, give a boost
to power companies in the long term.
An investor betting on EVs with a long-term
horizon can keep the following companies on
their radar: For electric buses, Ashok
Leyland, Tata Motors, JBM Auto, Goldstone
Infratech; for electric batteries, Exide
Industries, Himadri Speciality Chemical; and
for electric rickshaws and bikes, OK Play
India, Electro therm.
These are not recommendations and one
should do in-depth research before investing.
Contrarily, the auto and auto ancillary
industry will be severely impacted as a
conventional internal combustion engine
(ICE) car is built with over 3,000 moving parts
compared to an EV which has just about 30.
Auto ancillary companies mainly in
manufacturing of components like
carburetors, engine valves, fuel injection,
pistons, crankshafts, systems and cooling
systems businesses will be hit hard.
The government's plan to switch to electric
vehicles is in the right direction but execution
in next 5 to 10 years will remain a key point of
debate.
Riken is an IT engineer with over 10 years of
experience in equity and derivatives research. He
has worked as a research analyst with Moneybee
Securities and later joined moneycontrol.com and
worked closely with CNBC-TV18’s research team.
He also worked as a financial analyst with fintechstartup Heckyl Technologies.
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Share brokers have an unenviable task
of satisfying their clientele of varied
expectations and background and
simultaneously adhering to the multivarious and complexregulatory
authorities like SEBI, NSE, RBI, Income
Tax, GST et al and still do business and
remain sustainable leave alone the
competition per se.
Whenever we buy or sell an asset, a
Broker is an integral part of the deal. A
Broker is a Trade facilitator or an Agent.
His role is to match the needs of two
potential counterparts. Viz., the Buyer
and seller.
A Share broker is a registered,
recognized and formal Agent. He is
certified and entrusted the job by SEBI,
the Regulator and also the Exchange
concerned like NSE, BSE, NCDEX and
MCX. The Broker opens the account of
the customer with all KYC documents
and enters into a stamped agreement
governing the rules of the trade and
investments.
His job is to meticulously listen to the
clients’ instructions and carry out the
same in accordance with the terms. He
is not normally expected to influence
the decisions of the client nor guide
him in the investments as the decision
to invest or not, solely lies with the
Investor and hence the resultant
consequences thereof.
The share broker operates strictly in
accordance with regulatory guidelines
and keeps the Investors informed
about the execution or non execution of
the orders given by the Investors from
time to time.. The client has to be
informed about the buy rate, sell rate,
brokerage and other charges
31

throughthe Contract note to be sent to
the client at the end of everyday and
also through SMS. NSE also informs
about the volume of orders executed
through SMS to the individuals. Some
brokers inform the clients every now
and then about the transactions done
(it is highly recommended)and some
inform the clients at the end of the day
over phone or SMS apart from sending
the E Contract note by Email daily.
Brokers must also make arrangements
to record the transaction orders
through Voice-Log and keep a record of
this to deal with cases of disputes if
any, in future.

The share broker
operates strictly in
accordance with
regulatory
guidelines and
keeps the Investors
informed about the
execution or nonexecution of the
orders given by the
Investors from time
to time..
People doing transactions themselves
through their own PC or Mobile have to
be educated by the Broker regarding
the mode of putting orders and how to
retrieve the data at the end of the day.
The Broker may however keep the
Investor informed about the market
information which may impact the
share prices movement without adding
any comment thereon. That is, only

confirmed information without adding
any of his views may be passed on to
the clients, which are already in public
domain just for information so that the
client may take informed decisions. Of
course this is purely voluntary for the
broker and the client- to give or take
such info. With no recourse on each
other.
In foreign countries the Full service
Brokers provide extensive advice and
guidance to clients based on fees.
Discount brokers do not provide any
advice but charge lower fees. Deep
discount brokers who do not provide
advice but insist on transactions for
large magnitude as a result of which
they are able to charge even low
brokerage fees.
So keep the clients’ interest as
foremost and help him/her in all
possible manner which are approved
by the regulatory bodies. After all,
clients are s our customers and
without them we do not exist!

Prof B Venkateswaran is presently serving a
Leading BSE / NSE / MCX / NEDEX Share and
commodity Broker at Chennai as an AdvisorCorporate Communication - Goodwill Wealth
Management P. Ltd, Chennai. He is also Serving as a
Professor of Finance of Pondicherry UniversityLoyola College Twinning Program of MBA Courses.
Earlier He was working in Bank of Baroda and the
Lakshmi Vilas Bank and retired as Asst. General
Manager. He was also the Head of Personnel and
Training in the Bank. He was also the Dean
(Academics) of Rai Business School. He writes
regularly in Financial Express and Business Standard
on matters relating to Finance.
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SEMINARS & EVENTS CONDUCTED BY BBF FOR THE PROGRESS
OF STAKEHOLDERS OF CAPITAL MARKETS (OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2017)
SEMINARS
& EVENTS CONDUC TED
BY BBF FOR THE PROGRESS OF
Investor Awareness Camp at Lal Bahadur Shastri Management Institute
(Dwarka, Delhi, 3rd November) (Attended by more than 180 students)

Asia Securities Forum (ASF) Round Table 2017 (23rd-27th, October at Tokyo, Japan)
BBF was represented by Harin Mehta (Jt. Secretary, BBF)

Naresh Rana
(BBF Governing Board Member)
addressing

Harin Mehta
addressing

BBF at the Finbridge Exhibition 2017 (Delhi, 4th-5th November)

BBF Governing Board Meeting
at the BSE Conference Room
(1st November)

Ashishkumar Chauhan
addressing the BBF Board
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PHILOSOPHY &
SELF MANAGEMENT

SEMINARS & EVENTS CONDUC

PHILOSOPHY & SELF

SEMINARS & EVENTS CONDUCTED BY BBF FOR THE PROGRESS OF
STAKEHOLDERS OF CAPITAL MARKETS (OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 2017)

S&P BSE 3rd Annual Thought
Leadership Seminar
(2nd November)

THREE ASPECTS OF
YOU - PURITY, PASSION, APATHY

Inset: BBF Governing Board
Members with guest

By Jaya Row
Founder, Vedanta Vision &
Managing Trustee, Vedanta Trust

J

Seminar on Arbitration Process under Stock Exchanges Mechanism (14th November)

ust as all colours come from three
primary colours, the vast variety of
human beings emerges from
permutations and combinations of three
qualities – sattva, rajas and tamas. Sattva is
pure, sublime, calm. Free from the turmoil
caused by desire and ego. Rajas is passion
born of endless desire that drives you to
incessant activity. Tamas is laziness,
indifference and inactivity arisingfrom
ignorance.
All beings have all three traits. It is their
proportion that makes the difference. Sattva
makes for excellence in action, success,
happiness and growth. There is energy,
power and creativity when you operate out
of your sattvika content. In rajas you blunder
because of mental agitation and inability to
concentrate. It is like driving a car with one
foot on the accelerator but the other on the
brake! Tamas is primitive, when you are
asleep to your talent, abilities and potential.
You choose a life of least effort, preferring
indolence to even the good things of life.

Adv. Pradeep Samant addressing the gathering

BBF - INVESTOR EDUCATION AND AWARENESS INITIATIVES

Bhagavad Gita Chapter 17 highlights the
importance of shraddha, worshipful pursuit
of a goal until it is achieved. Shraddha is the
ability to keep the goal in focus and
constantly put in effort until the mission is
accomplished. Your success in life depends
on your shraddha. A person may be highly
talented and intelligent but may fail without
shraddha. Whereas another with less talent
may excel if the goal is pursued with singlepointed determination. Shraddha can be
sattivika, rajasika or tamasika.
Sattvikashraddha is the real thing. It is the
ability to fix a goal beyond your limited,
selfish interests and pursue it consistently
until the goal is realised. Rajasikashraddha is
the frenetic quest of selfish, materialistic
ends. Tamasikashraddha is the stubborn
adherence to a life of darkness and oblivion.
Krsna then categorises ahara food, yajna
sacrifice, tapa austerity and dana charity as
sattvika, rajasika and tamasika.

MITCON Institute of Management
(At BBF, 1st November)
34

John College of Humanities and Sciences
(At Mumbai, 2nd November)
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Sattvika foods are tasty, wholesome,
nutritious and give long life, vigour, health
and happiness. You do not become sattvika
by merely eating sattvika food! Sattvika
35

people gravitate to healthy food that is
conducive for intellectual and spiritual
growth. Rajasika people like excessively
bitter, pungent, sour, salty food that causes
discomfort and disease. Stale, tasteless,
unclean food and leftovers are the natural
choice of tamasika people.

impoverished life. A gift given without
expectation of reward, to a worthy person at
the right time and place is sattvika charity.
Given grudgingly, expecting a return is
rajasika. And a gift given contemptuously to
an unworthy person at an inappropriate time
and place is tamasika.

Charity or dana is one of
the most important
aspects of human
development. When you
are deeply grateful for all
the things that have been
provided to you, in
abundance, unasked for
and unacknowledged,
you naturally develop the
irresistible urge to give,
share, and contribute.
When you give you gain.
All givers are happy.

When you cultivate sattva it shines forth
through every aspect of your personality. You
bring joy and cheer to all those around you.
And you move towards the state of
Enlightenment or God Realisation. Begin by
deploying whatever sattva you already have.
Gain knowledge of the Bhagavad Gita to
build on your sattvika assets.

Sattvika tapa, sacrifice, is performed
because it ought to be done, without desiring
a reward. When sacrifice is undertaken with
an ulterior motive, for personal gain, name or
fame it becomes rajasika. That sacrifice
performed against scriptural mandate with
no sharing of wealth, no higher ideal or
charity is tamasika in nature.
Krsna details three kinds of penance or tapas
– that of body, speech and mind. This threefold austerity performed steadfastly with
sraddhafaith, desiring no fruit is sattvika.
Rajasika austerity is done selfishly with the
purpose of gaining respect, honour and
reverence. Misguided, self-torturing
austerity practised with deluded obstinacy,
often to hurt others is tamasika.
Charity or dana is one of the most important
aspects of human development. When you
are deeply grateful for all the things that have
been provided to you, in abundance, unasked
for and unacknowledged, you naturally
develop the irresistible urge to give, share,
and contribute. When you give you gain. All
givers are happy. And grow to their potential.
Takers condemn themselves to a miserable,

Learn, think and reflect at the weekly
interactive classes on the BHAGAVAD GITA
by SMT. JAYA ROW at Prempuri Ashram
every Wednesday 6.30 to 8 pm.
For queries call 9769179001
www.vedantavision.in
Jaya Row, Articulate, effective and engaging, Mrs.
Jaya Row brings alive the wisdom of the Vedas in a
modern context. Combining her experience in corporate
life with 40 years of study and research of Vedanta she
provides useful insights to life.
Charming oration which transforms complex Vedic
principles into brilliant management mantras is the
hallmark of her discourses. Her clarity, wit and zeal have
captivated audiences far and wide and inspired people
from all walks of life.
She has the rare gift of being able to connect with and
address the concerns of a wide range of people from
varied walks of life - from CEOs, corporate executives
and policy makers to industrialists, scientists &
doctors, lawyers, academicians, homemakers and
university students.
Apart from her popular discourses in India, she is a well
loved speaker in the United States, UK, Europe and
other countries for the last several years. She has been
invited to speak at prestigious organizations such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

World Economic Forum Davos
Google, California
Intel, California
MasterCard, New York
World Bank, Washington DC
Deutsche Bank, New York
Stockholm School of Economics
Princeton University, New Jersey
Shell UK, London
Coca Cola Company, Atlanta
Young Presidents’ Organization
Maersk Liner Graduate Programme

She has specially designed world-class educational
programs on basic human values for school children
and the youth. She has published books on life values
for 5 to 8 year olds.
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SELF MOTIVATION

WELLNESS Q&A BY

SELF MOTIVATION

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
- EXCEL

HEART HEALTHY

By Captain Vinod Shankar Nair
Ex - Army Officer

By Dr. Namita Jain
Managing Director, Kishco Limited

I

t was back in 1989. Just out of my
teens when life, priorities and realities
were different.

Amongst the millions of youth my age
back then a few of us, from various parts
of India had one thing in common: We
chose to dedicate our lives to the nation.
We, applied, got selected and survived
the rigorous training of the Indian Army.
(Out of the estimated 500000 people
who apply to join the Indian Army as
officers, barely 100 make it every year.)
We were from diverse backgrounds
when first met at the Officer’s Training
Academy in Chennai. There we were
subjected to gruelling routines, ground to
dust, thrashed first out of and then into
shape. Our egos weren’t bruised or
battered - they were simply obliterated!
Through these months of madness, in
rare moments of reflection, we’d wonder
about our lives. Our classmates, relatives
and friends in the real world were
studying, fooling around or working
while we encapsulated, far removed
from commerce, business, and the real
world in general. We had given up our
families, our ambitions and dedicated our
lives to the nation. We became each
other’s family and friends. People from
the real world called us fools and
dreamers.
They cited numerous examples of poor
pay, poor perks, poor recognition and
poor support. “Why do you do it? They
asked, “It’s not worth it” they insisted.
Were they right? Were we just insane?
Our endless days at the academy finally
ended with some of us becoming proud
commissioned officers in the Indian
Army. We were posted to various units
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across the length and breadth of the
globe. Some were landed with peace
postings in exotic locales while some of
us were (at the tender age of 21) plunged
into bitter and gory combat where we
were tested in every way a human can be
tested.

Some perished
over the years,
some wounded and
maimed for life.
Few of us are
civilians now, while
some still serve
selflessly.
Some perished over the years, some
wounded and maimed for life. Few of us
are civilians now, while some still serve
selflessly.
This is 2017; twenty-eight years have
gone by. I now look back and ask
questions that have dogged so many of
us for so long: Why did we do it? Was it
worth it? Were we pursuing a dream or
was it just insanity?
Looking back and looking around now, I
know that if I were to live this life a
second time, I’d do it all over again. The
answers to my several questions lie in
one four-word phrase: “It was worth it”.
This page is dedicated to my brothers in
arms, who aren’t with us today: Sameer
Ul Islam, Freddie Merchant, Rajiv Laul,
Chandrashekhsr, Maj Bhandarkar and
many, many others.
For readers who may not know the
names mentioned here, you don’t need to
but you must know that they were real

people like you and I. They however, gave
their “today” for our “tomorrow” without
even being asked.
How can we pay them back for such
supreme sacrifice?
Make your life worthy of their sacrifices.
Don’t be a mediocre, make a difference.
Excel in everything you do. Live your life
to the fullest, voice your opinions,
exercise your rights but always
unflinchingly do your duty first.
Captain Vinod Shankar Nair is a highly decorated
Ex - Army officer who has served in active
battlefields along the line of control and tasted live
action. He launched his journey into the world of
professionals as an officer in the Indian Army in
1990. He actively participated in live operations and
High Risk Missions along the line of control in
Jammu & Kashmir.
Respectfully and affectionately called Captain, he
began his civilian career in 1995 and continues to be
the most sought-after Coach and Mentor till today.
Professionally trained in leadership and
management, Captain has been a pillar of strength
silently supporting and empowering some of the
best-known names in the world.
As a renowned Speaker and Strategist, CaptainVSN
has coached over 5,00,000 individuals across over
200 companies including corporate heads, senior
management officials, sports stars, beauty pageant
finalists, celebrities, film stars and politicians across
the world.
His most popular workshops / programs are –
1. Motivation
2. Spiritual Intelligence
3. Future Compliance
4. Sanatana Dharma - A better life
5. Personal Mentoring
Captain VSN is a part of India’s social elite; he is a
regular judge, celeb guest in several popular TV
shows. A world-class motivator, his speeches are
best known to captivate audiences, ignite potential
within people and grow them to their optimum best.
Captain has authored several books on
management, spirituality, holistic change and
intelligent attitude for his clients. His commercial
novel 'Pride of Lions' was a bestseller through 2013.
It was unveiled and endorsed by film actors Vivek
Oberoi and Tulip Joshi.
A multi-faceted personality, Captain Vinod Shankar
Nair has forayed into writing biographies and is a
phenomenal face reader. He assertively nutures his
passion for Photography and has teamed up with
leading names in Glamor and Art.
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Q: I HAVE A FAMILY HISTORY OF HEART
AILMENTS. WHAT ARE THE FACTORS
THAT CAUSE THE HEART TO BE OUT OF
SHAPE? WHY IS EXERCISE IMPORTANT
FOR A STRONG HEART? WHAT ARE
SOME POINTERS TO KEEP IN MIND
WHILE EXERCISING?
A: There are many reasons why your heart
could be out of shape. Control them and you
would be on the road to good heart health:
1. High cholesterol: In brief, a high-fat diet,
as well as a high consumption of animal
products especially red meat and egg
yolk can result in high cholesterol levels
and cause heart ailments.
2. High blood pressure: Also called
hypertension, it indicates a constant
pounding of the blood on the artery walls.
This can cause damage over time and
affect the amount of blood that reaches
your heart.
3. Diabetes: If not managed well, diabetes
too makes you susceptible to heart
problems.
4. Obesity: The big O ups your risk
substantially. Excessive fat build-up,
especially around the waist and
abdomen, poses more of a risk, so
beware. But what exactly is obese? If you
weigh 20 per cent more than your
recommended weight, you will be
considered as belonging to that category.
5. Sedentary lifestyle: Physical inactivity
means that your heart is out of shape and
unable to pump blood at its optimum
level. Under such circumstances you tire
easily because you are unfit.
6. Stress: In stressful situations your body
is either prepared to fight or take flight. If
this adrenalin rush is your constant
companion, given the regular stresses of
day to day life, it is hardly a conducive
environment for your heart. Also, how
you respond to stress may determine if it
is a risk factor. If you drink, smoke or
binge-eat when stressed, it is possible
that this will in time endanger your heart.
7. Smoking: Both active and passive
smoking create a fertile environment for
heart ailments.
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Strengthen the heart
You owe your life to your heart. It is only wise
then to return the favour and take good care
of it. Here are ways to show you care:
1. Smoking kills. Stop. NOW.
2. Follow a heart-healthy diet-one that’s
high in fibre, low in salt, saturated fat and
cholesterol.
3. Everything in moderation, even alcohol.
No matter how many reports you read
about wine being healthy for your heart,
stick to no more than a glass or two.
4. Exercise, for at least half an hour to
ideally 1 hour every day. This will also
help keep your weight in check.
5. Learn to better manage your blood
pressure, cholesterol and diabetes.
6. Live life stress-free. Stress creates
tension; your breathing becomes
shallow and this can lead to headaches
and extreme fatigue. Adopt one or more
ways of de-stressing-yoga, meditation,
deep breathing exercises, stretching
exercises, massages and restful sleep.
7. Do yourself a favour and undertake
regular medical checks, especially in
case of family history of heart ailments.
8. Listen closely to what your body is telling
you. Not all heart attacks begin with
chest pain, so be cued in to the other
symptoms for warning signs.
If you consider that the heart contracts
100,000 times a day and pumps five to six
litres of blood each minute, you might well
want to ask-why work your heart when it is
already working so hard? Because exercise
makes the heart stronger and work harder to
pump more blood with each heartbeat so
that more oxygen is delivered to the body’s
cells. Also consider the following benefits:
• Regular exercise helps enlarge the
muscles of the heart so you require less
effort for doing need for hypertensive
medication.
• Exercise can lower cholesterol, a risk
factor in heart diseases and strokes.
• It can help you maintain or lose weight.
• It can control diabetes.

TAKE CARE
• Always ask your physician for specific
guidelines based on your age, medical
history and current health status. If

you are just starting out, begin at a level
that suits your current fitness condition
and then progress gradually.
• Warming up and cooling down are just as
important as actual exercise. A warm-up
prepares your muscles for the workout
that is to follow and should take five to 10
minutes. Spot marching, walking or slow
jogging should do the trick. As you warm
up your body temperature increases and
there is increased blood flow through the
muscle tissue. A cool-down allows your
heart rate to return to near-normal and
the blood to return from the working
muscles to the heart. It should also take
five to 10 minutes. For an effective cooldown, continue your chosen activity
over several minutes while gradually
slowing down in intensity, pace and
exertion. Stopping abruptly can have a
negative impact on your heart, so take
care.

Regular exercise helps
enlarge the muscles of
the heart so you require
less effort for doing
need for hypertensive
medication.
Dr. Namita Jain, MD Kishco Ltd. (Hon. PHD, KIESIE
International University, Korea (Doctor of
Excellence, in the field of Health-Care and
Wellness).
She has been actively involved in the wellness
space for over 25 years. She is qualified from the
American College of Sports Medicine, the American
Council of Exercise, the Aerobic and Fitness
Association of America, the Reebok and the Pilates
UK Institute. She has authored over 11 best-selling
health and wellness books. (Latest in the series 'low fat low guilt' ; is just out in stores). In the field of
rehabilitation, she offers consultations at Bombay
Hospital.
This column addresses concerns faced by many and
her insights for facing the challenge.
Learn the powers and perils of lifestyle changes
through this Q &A column.
For information and registration on specialized
workshops conducted by Dr. Namita Jain. Contact:
Prism Healing Institute: at - prisimmbs@gmail.com.
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what is it that makes us keep feeding
ourselves the above negative
language, thought and emotion? What
really is the dichotomy?

FITNESS VOCABULARY

Is it that somewhere we feel the effort
won’t be worth it? Do we feel it’s all too
hard? Or do we feel it’s just not going to
yield the result we want? Or perhaps
we feel we don’t really need to be or to
look any better?

By Nawaz Modi Singhania
Founder, Body Art, The Fitness Studio
A is for... Apple
B is for ...Big Belly
C is for ...Can’t be bothered
Is somewhere the language we feed
into our brain making us fat? How
precisely we are psychologically
affected as a result of the things we say
to ourselves? Let’s take a look at some
of the common self - defeating
statements we feed into.....

You may believe
that you are
responsible for
what you do, but
not for what you
think. The truth is
you are responsible
for what you think,
because it is only
at this level that
you can exercise
choice. What you
do comes from
what you think...
• I can’t exercise as I just don’t have
the time.
• I can’t exercise as I have 2 kids in
the house.
• Now that I have kids my days of
having a good figure are long gone.
• I can’t exercise as I have Arthritis /
Asthma / Cardiovascular disease /
knee problems.
• I can’t exercise as I work late.
• I can’t exercise as I’m lazy & have
no will power.
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• No point exercising & trying to be
slim as I have an emotional eating
problem.
• I’m a chocoholic.
• I find exercise so boring!

My personal feeling is it’s because one
really doesn’t truly get how fabulous in
every way it feels to be an ideal size,
shape, tone, at an optimum level of
health, and so on. For instance, how
would you ever explain the wonders
and the miracle of sight to a blind man?
It’s just not possible to truly
understand, till one really gets
there themselves!

Your words will make you fat and
unhealthy! Remember that choices
are not made at the stage of action.
By then it’s too late. As the saying
goes - You may believe that you are
responsible for what you do, but not
for what you think. The truth is
you are responsible for what
you think, because it is only at
this level that you can exercise
choice. What you do comes
from what you think….

They include fat & inch loss,
muscle endurance & strength, a
variety of Cardio-respiratory benefits,
lowered risk of Type II Diabetes, stroke,
some types of Cancers, dementia &
Alzheimer ’s, improved self confidence, improved sleep, increased
energy, countering osteoporosis,
delayed ageing, and so on.

Your words will make you
fat and unhealthy!
Remember that choices
are not made at the
stage of action. By
then it’s too late. As
the saying goes - You
may believe that you are
responsible for what you do, but not
for what you think. The truth is you
are responsible for what you think,
because it is only at this level that
you can exercise choice. What
you do comes from what you
think….

Is all that worth it? Of course it is! Your
body is the sole reason you are able to
enjoy a human experience here on
planet earth! You certainly want the
best possible one that you can have! If
it’s important enough to you, you’ll find
a way. If it’s not, you’ll find an excuse.
That’s really all there is to it.
Reasons and motivation examined,
let’s delve a little deeper into what
really keeps you from making exercise
a part of your life, and see how we can
alter that.

Your thoughts become words,
which then translate into
action, or the lack of it, as the
case may be.

If your struggle is time, there are many
ways to work around this. Try using
most of the lunch hour at the office to
workout instead of only eating through
it, or get your workout in early in the
morning on the way to work, or then

So while everyone wants to
look their best, to be slim,
toned, healthy & energetic,
Shadow Boxing Delivering a Head Hook
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post work on your way back home. On
days when you are so stretched that
you can’t even do that, make sure you
generally stay more active. Use the
stairs instead of the elevator, walk
down the road to your next
appointment instead of driving there, or
do a few simple exercises even just
sitting at your desk! If you can’t
exercise as you have children to look
after, exercise at home with them
around! If you’re under the illusion that
post kids you can’t have a good figure
anyway, look around you and think
again! Many women have far better
figures post their children than they did
prior to having kids! If you have
Arthritis / Asthma / Cardiovascular
disease / knee problems, exercise can
to a very large degree either reverse
these conditions or at least give you
much relief from the pain & disability
caused by them. If you feel you can’t
exercise as you’re lazy or have no will
power, you probably just need to find
the activity that you enjoy doing so that
exercise doesn’t seem like a chore.
That might be dance, martial arts, roller
blading, biking or whatever. Many of us
have emotional eating problems. These
can be easily overcome by keeping
healthy snacks ready & cling-filmed in
the fridge so when these attacks come
about, you still don’t do yourself
damage. These might be healthy, low
fat, sugar & gluten free snacks such as
soups, salads, wraps, and so on. If
you’re a chocoholic try switching to
chocolates that are sugar - free but
contain stevia or malitol instead.
Where there’s a will, there’s always a
way. Most importantly, start right now.
Excuses never burnt any calories.
Watch in amazement as you transform
completely into a superhuman version
of you!!
Photo Courtesy Body Art,
The Fitness Studio
Nawaz Modi Singhania
More health & fitness-related
info available on www.bodyart.in
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INDIAN SUPER-FOODS
By Priti K Shroff
Founder and Managing Director
PRISIM - The Healing Temple

S

uper-foods are plant based foods that consist of
vitamins and minerals that can fight against diseases.
They help us to have a healthier and longer life. Superfoods have the elements of both food and medicine. They are a
class of the most potent, super-concentrated and nutrient-rich
foods on the planet. Extremely tasty and satisfying, they have
the ability to tremendously increase the force and energy of
one’s body.
We know that food is the most important source of energy for
our body. However, in today’s world, fruits and vegetables are
fast becoming GMO (Genetically modified organisms.) They
are pumped full of toxins and pesticides. These go into our
body and cause various ailments and diseases. To avoid this, it
is best to buy organic, even if it seems a little heavier on our
pocket. Raw organic food is superior in vitamin content,
enzymes, co-enzymes, protein, minerals, glycol-nutrients, and
many other elements of nutrition.. Due to the depletion of
nutrients in conventional foods, we have continued to turn
towards new possibilities for whole and balanced nutrition.
And including some super-foods into our diet makes this
extremely easy. Super-foods should be consumed in raw and
organic form, as our body is able to receive more nutrition from
them when they are ingested in their raw form.
Super-foods are a major focal point of nutrition because they
not only help nourish the brain, bones, muscles, skin, hair,
nails, heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, reproductive systems,
pancreas, and immune system, they also, over the long term,
correct imbalances and help to guide us towards a more
natural diet. Consuming super-foods makes it dramatically
easier to achieve your ideal weight, diet, and food habits.
Eating super-foods is a way to guarantee that you will get the
nutrients you require to be healthy all the years of your life.
Super-foods are the most enzyme rich foods found in nature.
They restore enzyme deficiencies and create enzyme
abundance which is essential for our good health.
When it comes to healthy eating today, kale, blueberries,
acai berries and quinoa are the known nutritional
trendsetters. The conventional Indian super-foods may not
be as well-known. We consume these as part of our daily
diet, without realizing that these actually give us all the
nutrition that we look for in International Super-foods.
How many of us pay any real heed to the humble
drumstick, those little puffy makhana (lotus seeds) or even
infamously pungent jackfruit? However, these local
victuals pack quite the potent punch when incorporated
into your diet.
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Rashna Master
Raw & Vegan
Food Teacher

Makhana: 'Makhana' or the popped seeds of the lotus plant, or
the fox / gorgon nut are a potent source of protein,
carbohydrates, fibre, magnesium, potassium, phosphorous
(phew!!!), iron and zinc. These unpretentious seeds that look
more like light cotton puffs are also low in fat and sodium. Their
magnesium content makes them useful for those suffering
from heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes and obesity.
If that wasn't enough, these lotus seeds are also known to
contain an anti-ageing enzyme which helps in repairing
damaged proteins. So the next time you feel hungry, instead of
that fancy -- read expensive -- pack of garden nuts, choose this
desi nutrient.

Super-foods are a major focal
point of nutrition because they
not only help nourish the brain,
bones, muscles, skin, hair, nails,
heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
reproductive systems, pancreas,
and immune system, they also,
over the long term, correct
imbalances and help to guide us
towards a more natural diet.
Drumsticks: If you've spooned your way through enough
South Indian thalis and bowls of sambhar you're already
familiar with this fibrous vegetable. It comes from what is
known as the "Miracle Tree", "Tree of Life", or more prosaically,
the Moringa Oleifera. This little genius has an envious range of
medicinal properties other than being power-packed with
nutrients. The drumstick is a rich source of potassium,
calcium, phosphorous, iron, magnesium, vitamins A,C and D,
essential amino acids (hold on, hold on), fibre and antioxidants
such as β-carotene and ﬂavonoids. Studies the world-over
have also shown that the phyto-chemicals and fibre present in
Moringa Oleifera leaves also play an important role in reducing
blood cholesterol and blood sugar levels (see for example here
and here). Let's face it, the Indian tropical summer sun isn't the
most appealing way to soak up some vitamin D. Instead just
indulge in those sambhar-doused drumsticks - more
drumsticks, less sambhar of course.
Jackfruit: People often turn up their noses at its pungent
odour, but the jackfruit is a classic case of why first
impressions should be forgone. Also known as the food of the
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orangutans, the jackfruit is often termed as the Indian veggie
substitute for meat: basically, when cooked, its texture
resembles that of soft meat. Rich in protein and starch,
calcium, vitamin A, B, C, copper and potassium, the jackfruit
does stock up on carbohydrates (80%). However, this high rate
can be ignored considering it possesses a low glycemic index
owing to its high fibre (11%) and nature of starch. Let's look
into this a bit more: high fibre content is an excellent digestive
aid and the mucilaginous pulp helps boost your immune
system too, not to mention its role in improving thyroid
function, skin and vision. It also has anti-cancer benefits and
lowers blood pressure.
Aloe Vera: Easy to grow, Aloe Vera is one of the most nutritious
super-foods on the planet. It has the ability to not only heal the
body internally, but also to heal wounds when applied
externally. The gel of raw Aloe Vera contains vitamins A, C,
and E, the minerals calcium, magnesium, zinc, selenium and
chromium, as well as anti-oxidants, fiber, amino acids and
enzymes.
Coconut: In Sanskrit, the coconut palm is known as Kalpa
Vriksha, meaning “the tree that supplies all that is needed to
live”. No matter how much you have mistreated your body,
fresh young coconut flesh, coconut water, coconut cream and
coconut oil can save your life. Young coconut water is nearly
identical to human blood plasma, which makes up 55% of
human blood. Coconut in any form is beneficial for the immune
system, improves digestion and absorption of vitamins and
amino acids.

the mint family. High in fibre, chia seeds became popular world
over as they can be used as an alternative to eggs while baking.
Basil seeds are an easy source of vitamins, iron, helps control
blood sugar levels and fight seasonal flus. They’re also really
good for your gut and can relieve constipation and bloating. Use
them exactly as you would chia seeds, just remember that they
have to be soaked and cannot be eaten as is.

Indian Moringa vs. Matcha powder
While it is a great source of carbohydrates, the Indian moringa
provides a better nutritional profile when compared to matcha.
Moringa has over 10 times more fibre, 30 times more protein
and 100 times more calcium than its Japanese cousin.
Moringa is as native as it can get. It’s not just a superfood
when powdered, but is actually a super tree with nutritional
leaves, fruits, flowers and seeds. Do note, the flavour profiles
are not the same-moringa has an asparagus aftertaste, while
matcha is slightly sweeter. Moringa can also be used in its
powdered form.

Wheatgrass: Wheatgrass is a potent source of a number of
vital nutrients your body can’t do without. Dozens of studies on
wheatgrass - and also its individual antioxidants and nutrients
- show that its health benefits include a healthy metabolism,
an oxygenated and alkaline environment in the body,
detoxifying and strengthening the blood, purifying the liver and
reducing inflammation.

Indian Amaranth vs. Quinoa
Also known as Rajgira or Ramdana-which loosely translates to
food of the Gods-it is considered one of the more important
foods of India, as per Ayurveda. Calcium, zinc, iron and fibreAmaranth scores higher than quinoa on these properties. Plus,
it’s so much more pocket friendly.
Other local alternatives to international food stars like chia,
quinoa and kale that cost half the price and are twice as nice:
Indian Basil seeds vs. Chia Seeds
There’s an actual reason why falooda is a summer drink. Basil
seeds are famously known to cool our internal systems. Chia
and Indian basil seeds aka sabja look and act alike and hail from
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Indian Amla vs. Acai Berry
While acai berry is known for its anti-aging and weight loss
properties, amla scores higher. Apart from the above, it also
helps keeps our immune system strong, has 20 times more
vitamin C and twice the power of antioxidants as compared to
its Amazonian counterpart. Chawanprash is a prime example
of the wonders of amla - known to improve mental functions,
promote eye health and nourish our brains.
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Buckwheat vs. Oats
Buckwheat aka kuttu is richer in magnesium and potassium as
compared to oats. A good source of complete protein,
buckwheat contains all eight amino acids and helps improve
gut health and blood circulation in your system
Beetroot leaves vs. Kale
While it’s true that the Vitamin A & Vitamin K in Kale leaves is
considerably higher than most greens, it is not the healthiest.
Beetroot greens that we normally throw away, is actually a
high nutrition food that is waiting to be explored. Low in
calories but high in Vitamin E, they’re a great source for
potassium as well.

Local regional Oils vs. Olive Oil
Coconut oil, for instance, has antimicrobial properties which
keeps infections away, while virgin coconut oil converts bad
cholesterol into good cholesterol. Mustard oil is rich in
minerals while peanut oil has plenty of vitamin E and is free
from cholesterol and transfats.
Ashwagandha vs. Chinese Ginseng
Chinese Ginseng has been touted for its ability to heal sexual
dysfunction and is a popular ingredient world over. Its Indian
equivalent, Ashwagandha, is found commonly in Rasayana-an
Aryuvedic concoction which helps strengthen and heal the
body. Ashwagandha is cheaper-it costs 1/3rd of Ginseng-and
safer to consume for a long period of time.
Shatavari vs. Maca Root
Shatavari aka Satavar or Indian Asparagus is one of the most
powerful rejuvenating herbs. Similar in nature and form, both
superfoods have a reputation as a fertility enhancing plant.
Research also shows that Shatavri can help with PMS,
indigestion, heartburn, UTIs, irritable bowel syndrome and
mood swings.

Jamun vs. Goji Berry
Both berries known to be beneficial for diabetic patients and
are predominantly grown in Asia. Goji berry comes from China,
while Jamun aka Jamoon, Jambul or the Indian Blackberry has
origins in India. Cheaper and easier to source, the Indian
Jamun is an all rounder-it relives tiredness, throat pain,
controls blood sugar levels and helps build stronger immunity.
It contains healthy amounts of calcium, potassium, iron and
Vitamin C.
It’s time we shift our attention to these Indian Super-foods and
make them a part of our regular diet. Simply find the ones you
like and include them into your daily food, either as a smoothie,
a salad dressing, the actual vegetable itself, or even in its
powdered capsule form.

Prisim Healing Institute is the one and only dealer in Mumbai of this unique
Breath Healing Program. You can avail of a trial session at Prisim Healing
Institute. Email us at prisimmbs@gmail.com for an appointment.
Rashna Master has been part of Prisim Healing Institute since the year 2006,
her passion is teaching and preparing raw and vegan foods . She is an innovative
chef, trying new recipes and creating many of her own recipes. She has been
trained by Raw Foods Guru Yogini Unmani , The Living Foods Institute (Atlanta).
She is also an Angel Card Reader, Corn Therapist and Reiki Healer.
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